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programs.
According to Baruch's Director of
AdmissionsJim Murphy, the College
enjoYed a 48 percent growth in ap-
plications from one year ago. He
said the marked improvement is di-
rectly related to an advertisingcam-
paign which targeted those areas
surrounding the five boroughs.
'We did better outreach to trans-
fer students,"Mr. Murphy said, "we
had to do a better job ofout
continued on page 3
bility for this semester's sur-
prising statistics. Freshmen ap-
plicants faced new and more
stringent academic standards,
including a combined five units
of high school mathematics and
English and a minimum B
grade point average.
In June 1995 the City Univer-
sity of New York Board ofTrust-
ees directed the individual
presidents to decide admissions
requirements for their respec-
tive colles. Before that time
Fall 1997: More Transfers and Less Freshmen
"[Xdministrators} didn't have
much autonomy in the admis-
sionsprocess," said Provost
Cronholm, who conceded that in
the past students who were un-
prepared for college were ad-
mitted to Baruch. Now that the
college's president has control
over academic standards, she
said; applicants who have suf-
ficient high school preparation
would receive. priority. As a re-
sult, this semester Baruch was
some of its remedia
By Helen McFarlane
This semester marked the first
time in its history that the number
of transfer students admitted to
Baruch outnumbered the number
of incoming freshmen. Approxi-
" mately 1800 of the newly enrolled
students were transfers while only
1200 were freshmen.
Provost Lois Cronholm suggested
that "A combination of
factors... [like] a great deal of em-
phasis on welcoming honor stu-
dents to B eh " share res nsi-
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3ied on them that barred them from
public school contracts. The involve-
ments with these rInDS and CUNY
totaled $70 million.
Baruch College's Site B is sched-
uled to be completed by Spring2000
but that date has been pushed back.
The state-of-the-art building will
house a new gymnasium and ath-
letic facilities, student activities,
modem classrooms, and even a the-
ater and recital hall. The entire
project is estimated at $270 million
but based on past experience, the
final cost will likely go over upon
completion.
CUNY and DASNY have con-
ducted business with construction
companies that have been banned
by others due to their criminal ties
and other various violations.
There was an instance where
CUNY contracted to a company
whose president was convicted of a
felony and once employedJohn Gatti
as a salesman. The CollegeofStaten
Island employed a firm to do some
electrical work despite the ban lev-
More Mone)r, More Problems
Despite the abundance of dollars
that were put into CUNYcampuses,
the improvements have been met by
unfavorable reviews. Lehman
College's $60 million athletic center
lighting system is not bright enough
and their imported floor tiles
cracked in the early stages. Inferior
materials and construction of the
ventilation system in the College of
Staten Island resulted in hazardous
ventilation conditions. CityCollege's
Shepard Hall was renovated for
$128 million while manycritics cited
that less money could have been
used to fix the 84 year-old structure
and allotted to expanding the col-
lege. York College's main classroom
building that had cost $120 million
experienced leaks in its first day.
These unforeseen problems lead to
more money being spent on repairs,
adding to the final ~st.
CUNY and Mob TIes
Baruch is hardly the only CUNY
campus to experience the same prob-
lems in building spending.
-John Jay College's Haaren Hall
totaled $242 million, 303.3 percent
over original cost.
-City College's Shepard Hall was
100 percent over estimate at $128
million and Steinman Hall was 86.1
percent over budget.
-Klapper Hall in Queens College
was 52.8 percent over original cost.
-Hostos Community College's East
and West campuses were 95.6 per-
cent over estimate at $133 million
CUNY-wide Dilemma
I have to rely on other places because
most ofthe time they don't have the
things I need here," saidone student.
George Walker, an Accounting
major said, "Instead of spending all
this moneyon the building, why not
put that money into the quality of
education instead."
Many feel that the money that
was spent on the lavish touches
could have been better used by get-
ting more computers, books, and
othermore useful and needed equip-
ment since there are not enough
computers in the Baruch Computer
and1echnologyCenter, which isalso
housed in the 25th Street building,
to meet students'demands.
College President Matthew
Goldstein was quoted in the report
as saying: 'The high quality of the
buildings design and interior fin-
ishes are appropriate to what this
library and study center is designed
to achieve. The beauty and work-
manship send a message: They tell
our students that we value them."
Students seem to agree that the
25th Street building and the
Willliam and Anita library are aes-
thetically pleasing. However, many
also say that the library lacks the
proper resources and question the
expensive price-tag of the building.
"The library is a great place - to
hang out or study in, but not ifyou
want to locate a book or do research.
Is It Worth It?
CUNY Spending Spree
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con.tinued from front page
furniture, handmade rugs, and cus-
tom carpetingfor the sixth-floor con-
ference room pushed the final cost
of the 25th Street building to $161
million, 89.4 per cent over the origi-
nal estimate.
The Dormitory Authority at-
tributes the escalated costs stem
from unexpected problems like con-
tractor problems, asbestos, fires,
rain damage, and other mishaps
that add up to higher costs. Con-
struction changes, which can hap-
pen as a project is underway, can
easily affect costs to go up from ini-
tial estimates.
Voter Drive
FREE TUTORING: appoint-
ments can be made starting
Sept. 15th by'calling Mark .
Spergel at 802-6770 from 4-
9pm. Or drop by in person at
the Office of Student Life at
360 PAS, rm 1512.
continued from front page
issues in the City University sys-
tem. The body of 350,000 CUNY
students could have a potentially
strong political impact on the out-
come of many of these issues.
For this reason, Green supports
CUNY's efforts toward student reg-
istration. The CUNY program of-
. fers students many opportunities
to register. Information is distrib-
uted to all current students as well
as all CUNY applicants. The voter
registration form is also available
on CUNY's Internet home page.
As Green pointed out though, this
is sometimes not enough to get stu-
dents' attention. Marvin Taylor, a
junior in the College, says that he
"never received anything" from
CUNY regarding voter registra-
tion. However, he intends to regis-
ter and vote in November. Taylor
was also unaware of the club spon-
sored activities at the 25th Street
building last week.
The drive was scheduled to run
all week but scheduling conflicts
cancelled at least one day, says
Green. The sponsors plan to con-
tinue their efforts past the sched-
uled end date, until October 10, he
says.
Other system-wide events in-
clude registration drives at Queens
College, Queensborough Commu-
nity College and Brooklyn College,
where a voting machine demon-
stration will also be held.
If students miss these opportu-
nities, Green suggests they contact
their local post office, public school
or the Board ofElections before Oc-
tober 10 to find out how to be a
voter come November 4.
The Baruch College Chapter of Golden Key will conduct
their fall campus awareness program from Monday, October
6th through Thursday, October 9th. Information tables will
be staffed by student officers from 10 A. M. to 6 P. M. in the
lobby of 151 East 25th Street. All members of the Baruch
community are welcome to stop by to find out about the array
of community service projects that they may wish to partici-
pate in.
For more information regarding academic requirements to
become a member, please contact Dean Ron Aaron in Room
1702 360 PAS (802-6820)
Career Develpment will be offering Career Workshops
All workshops are held at 151 E. 25th St.
Topic-Choosing A Major: Oct. 7, 5-7pm, room 251
Topic-Effective Job Search: Oct. 8, 5-7pm, room 251
Topic-Winning Resumes: Oct. 14, 5-7pm, room 251
Interviewing I: Oct. 15, 5-7pm, room 251
Interviewing II: Oct. 21, 5-7pm, room 251
Interviewing III: Oct. 22, 5-7pm, room 251
Comic Strip Live: tickets are
$7.00 and admits two people.
Purchase tickets at the Stu-
dent Center 360 PAS, rm 1512
Monday-Friday from 9am-9pm
Cash Only. Available all
semester.
DSSGPaycut
continued from front page
a single line of the DSSG bud-
get, solved the calculation error.
Nevertheless, DSSG officials
responded by indiscriminately
slashing all the n umbers in the
budget.
Even the stipends of the
DSSG officials were cut, result-
ing in overall savings of about
$2,000 from the entire budget,
according to Ilan Peress, the
DSSG President.
"There are other ways and
means to conserve and we'll use
them," said Peress, vowing to
continue reducing the budget.
DSSG hopes to hold a special
event - possibly a laser-light
show or some comedy acts - al-
though a modest cover charge
may be imposed to offset the
actual cost.
The club budget was not
harmed because it is "totally"
unrelated to the DSSG budget,
according to Ramsingh.
Write for Ticker News
Call: (212) 802-6800
gretted that despite having 17% of
the total student body as interna-
tional students, the college does not
provide them with any scholar-
ships. This fund was generated by
the advertising revenues from the.
ISO newsletter.
~ ISO is also planning the next citi-
zenship drive on November 5th.
Last year this drive helpedaround
200 permanent residents become
US citizens.
FREE Measles, Mumps &
Rubella Immunization on Oct.
7, Nov. 11 from 12-8pm at 360
PAS, room 1542
Learn Self-Defense: The
Workhop will be Friday, Oct.
17th, 1-5p~, room 1422, 360
PAS. $3 deposit to reserve
your place. Pay at Student life
rm 1512, 360 PAS and get a
full refurld on the date of the
event.
The Women's Forum Educa-
tional Awards of $2000 are
being offered to women over
35, NYC residents and at-
tended a college for 1 yr.
Deadline is December 1st. For
more info. call Ronald Aaron
@802-6820 or in room 1702,
360 PAS
goes up to the tenth floor only. The
new ISO is on the 17th floor. ''This
is very confusing," said Goldberg.
The new office also lacks space
to handle the volume of students
who come to the office for assis-
tance. The old office had three re-
ception areas and two administra-
tive office spaces. This new office
has two. small offices and a .very
small and cluttered reception area
and is not easily accessible by the
students.
'We are seeing 60 to 70 students
per day," said Goldberg, which is
pretty similar to the number of stu-
dents assisted in the old office. At
one point there were 5 students at
the office but only 4 chairs. The
current office easily gets congested
and at times students have to wait
in the hallway, said a student, who
was waiting outside the door of
room 1710.
To alleviate this problem, the ad-
ministration agreed to add more
rooms to the current ISO, even
though the ISO relocated during
last spring semester.
Due to understaffing, the ISO is
currently closed on Fridays except
to handle emergency situations.
'We catch up with the paper work
during that time," said Goldberg.
ISO used to be open during lunch
time, but now they are closed from
1 to 2 every day. This time is also
used for administrative purposes,
aside from the usual lunch break.
"Once we are fully staffed, we will
go back to our full hours of service."
said Goldberg.
ISO will add a full time office as-
sistant this week and hopes to add
another full time staff to handle
immigration, legal and peer coun-
seling for the international stu-
dents.
Aside from providing all the nec-
essary support, the ISO in the cur-
rent year has established a $3000
fund to create an international stu-
dent scholarship. Mr. Goldberg re-
International Student Office Relocates
Discount Movie Tickets can
be purchased at the Student
Center 360 PAS, rID 1512.
Tickets are $5 and valid for
one year ~ 802-6770 Available
all semester.
2
Sidney Mishkin Gallery
Exhibition "Journeys ofJulio
Alpuy: Pictographic
Constructivism from he work-
shop of Torres-Garcia to New
York City",I943-1996. Exhibi-
tion runs from Sept. 17 to Oct.
16 at 135 E. 22nd St., 5-7pm.
Interested in Graduate
School? Find out about
Project Ascend/McNair.Learn
about Fellowships, Workshops
for Graduate School, financing
your graduate education. On
Oct. 22 from 1-3pm in Skylight
room(306), 17 Lex. Ave.
By Tamim Islam
The International Students Of-
fice (ISO) has relocated to room
1710 ofthe 360 Park Avenue South
building from its previous address
at the 7th floor of the 25th Street
building.
The new location is still unknown
to many of the Baruch's 2,100 in-
ternational students. Many stu-
dents still go to the new Financial
Aid Office on a daily basis to search
for the ISO, said an assistant at the
Financial Aid Office.
The new location has also created
inconvenience and confusion
among many. The previous office
was in close proximity to the Ad-
missions, Bursars, Registrar and
the Financial Aid offices. Now stu-
dents have to go back and forth be-
tween the 25th and the 26th Street
buildings.
"All of Baruch's admissions-re-
lated materials are processed by
the Admissions Office at the 25th
Street Building." said Stephen E.
Goldberg. Director of the Interna-
tional Student Service Center," We
could direct the international stu-
dents who came to our office just
two offices next to us to admissions.
N ow they have to go to a totally
different building."
The accessibility of non-Baruch
students to the new office also has
created much confusion. Aside
from the constant elevator crisis at
360 PAS building, all visitors have
to enter through the 26th Street en-
trance of the building to sign up
with the security desk. The secu-
rity personnel at the 360 PAS en-
trance has to redirect them to go
around to the other side of the
building. "People see the address
and come in through the Park Av-
enue South entrance, but its the
wrong entrance for the visitors,"
said Goldberg.
To further confuse the visitors,
the elevator bank near the security
desk serves the lower floors and
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10 Chicken
Wings for
$1.50
Available at the
. .
Grab & Go Cafe
111 east 18J1(~
.;;W "
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You may pick up an application at the
Baruch College Early Learning Center
104 East 19th Street,
(telephone # 387-1420/21)
or the Office of Student Life
360 Park Avenue South, 15th floor
This is a pilot program for Fall 1997.
. In an effort to serve more
Baruch students, the Baruch College
Early Learning Center is pleased to
. -
announce that the Center will provide child
care for chidren aged 3 through 5 on
SATURDAYS,
hours: 8:45 - 2:00 p.m.
.1
,
;..
drop off at the
Voter Registration
Collection Areas around
your campus or the
Office of the Dean of
Students'
OR
Complete the above form in ink and return as follows:
In a stamped envelope to:
Board of Elections
32 Broadway, 7th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10275-0067
r--------------------------~------------------~1. 1
I I
I I
I N Y kS· Vote l I: ew or tate Voter Registration Form )'- New York :
I You Can Use This Form To: To Complete This Fonn: IDeadlineI · register to vote in New York State Fill in all the boxes that apply to you. Information: --- I
I · change your name/or address, if there I
is a change since you last voted Box 3: Give your home address. You can register in person at I
II • enroll in a political party or change your your county board of elections on any I
enrollment Box 4: Give your mailing address if it is business day, except election day. If you
I To Register You Must: different fonn your home address (post office want to vote in an election, you must mail I
I box no., star route or rural no., etc.) or deliver this form to your county board of I
I · be a U.s. citizen elections no later than 2S days before the f'--
I · be 18 years old by December 31 of the Box 6: TIle completion of this box is optional. election in which you want to vote. Your I
I year in which you file this form eligibility to vote will be based on the date I
(note: you must be 18 years old by the date Box 9: If you have never voted before, write you file this form, and your county board I
'
I of the general, primary or other election in "None.· If you can't remember when you last will notify you of your eliglbillty. I
I
which you want to vote.) voted, put a question mark (7). If you voted (This fonn may not be faxed) I
• live at your present address at least 30 days. before under a different name, put down thatI before an election name. If not. write "Same." Need More Registration Forms? I
• • not be in jailor on parole for a felony You can get regjs~tion forms at most state I
I conviction Box 10: Check: one box only. agency offices and post offices or at any I
I · not claim the right to vote elsewhere county board of elections. I
I _ ...._-- Box 11: This application must be signed and I
I
Informaci6n en cspaDol: si le interesa dated in blue or black ink. Questions? I
obtener este formulario en espanol, Harne al
I (2 12) VOTE-NYC, (212) 868-3692. Call yourCQunly board of elections. IIfyou will need an application for an Absentee VOTE-NYC-(212) 868-3692 I
I t1~x~ f~ : tD J! t:J; li IQ M1'~ :n* ep x 0 t-l Ballot or would like to be an Election Day Hearing impaired people with TOD may
: ft f! · UI~ (212) VOTE-NYC. (212) 868-3692 Worker. please checlc below. call (212) 487-S496 :
I P..... print or type In blue or black Ink I
I 0 Yes. (need aD appIicatioa (~ ... AbKPlCC BaJloc 0 Yes. I would like 10 be. EIec:Cioa DayW~ I
I I
• 1 0 new fesistt'atioa and enrollment o .ddrna c:h.aac For Boerd U. Only D·'Ovdt bous thai apply;I 0 patty enrol1menr cban~ 0 name ehanp I
• LasI Name FiI'Sl Name Middle Initial Suffix ,
• 2 I
I AddIas Whuc You Uve (do not &ive P.o.~) Apt.. No. CltytrowaN'diap Zip Code I
I 3 I
I . .1I 4 Addaaa~ You Get YourMaiJ (p.O. box. star rte.. eee.) POll Office ZipCodc I
I II Date of Birth i Sex(drcJe one) Home Tel Numb« (optional) Are you a u.s,citizen? I
I S / / 6 I M F 7 8 a Yes 0 No I
I 1be Iasl year you voted Your Address was (rive bouse number. SU'eCt,. and city) In county/SlalC Under the name (if differena from yow name now) I
I 9 I
I Choo. • Party - Check one boJl only AFFIDAYn: I ~wear or aff'Km thM I
I ! . I aID • c:ili-. or Ihe UDiled Scaaes. II i """'liIIl ' I will haws lived iD~ e:cunty. city. 01' villqe few ac least 30 days befoee election. ,
I Ii 0 DEMOCRATIC • This is mysi,unue or mark on the line below. Io REPUBLICAN • 1bc above iDformaliOD is INC. I uodcnwd &hal if it is not true I em be convicted Mel
I 10I, PleaSe Nola: 11 f1ftCd .p lID SS.OOO aadlew jailed few up 10 (ow )'eMS. Io CONSERV A.TIVE In order to voCe in aI I 0 INDEPENDENCE ~ primary election, II I 0 LIBERAL you must be Signature Of mat1t I
enrolled In a partyI 0 RIGHT TO LIFE r- ~ I
o I do DOlwish 10 I II 0 FREEDOM ~ enroll in I party I
I X o.t. I "
I II Please do not write in this space I
I I
I I
I I
-:
- -
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else are theygonna do? There'snojobs,
dumm~and the only opportunityto get
.ahead in the ghetto is selling baking
soda to naive upper crust college kids
who come uptown to party with our
babes on the weekends. After awhile
the homeboys realize that they can
.maketons moremoneysellingthe real
thing and BlNGOf, jail time becomes
just the cost ofdoing business.
Mr. Schwartz is right about one
thing though. Jews account for virtu-
ally none of the violent crime in
America. How about stock swindles,
bank fraud, boiler room land sales and
the like. Anybody remember Michael
Milken? After pleading guilty to stock
fraud and payinga fine of$600 million
dollars, Mr. Milken served about two
years in Lewisburg perfecting his golf
swingand when released pocketed the
other $600 million dollars of his esti-
mated$1.2 billion networthat the time
ofhis arrest. A nice Jewish boy!
The fact of the matter remains.
Give people jobs and chances are they
won't resort to violence to sortout their
frustations. Givepeoplea betterchance
in lifethanwhat theyhave andchances
are theyjustmightbehappy And rela-
tively happy people don't go around
acting out on the weaker classes.
Thats not to saythat there aren't
criminals inall societies. Abherent be-
havior sterns from the have's as well as
the have not's. It's just more prevalent
when one is constantly struggling to
make ends meet, dealing with a gov-
ernment thatjustdoesn't care, and ex-
posed daily to morons such as Mr.
Schwartz.
The smart man wouldn't walk
alone down the streets ofMoecow, 'Iel
~orHarlematmidnight. That'sjust
beingcarefu1and that'sa sterotypethat
I don't mind . included in!
T-U
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to cross to the left side. Acting on
these stereotypes might actually
save her life. (on the other hand,
had she decided to be politically
correct and crossed to the right
side, she might have become a vio-
lent crime statistic herself).
. No one should Conclude from
this argument that judging people
based on stereotypes is the pre-
ferred method of judgment. It is
not. The best way to judge some-
one is based on his or her indi-
vidual characteristics. Therefore
when you can personally get to
know someone (as in a job inter-
view) there is no justification for
using stereotypes. Unfortunately,
however, it is not always possible
to personally get acquainted with
everyone before making crucial
decisions. When this occurs,
stereotypes the method of last re-
sort, must be used. Thus .in the
above example, since it was not
feasible for the white female to in-
terview all of those involved in her
decision before making it, she had
to decide based on statistically
grounded stereotypes whether
crossing to the left or to the right
would result in a higher probabil-
ity of her getting home safely.
OP-Ed Replies:
Mr. Schwartz's tirade.bolsters
the fact that ignorant morons like
himselfare one of the main reasons
that racism is still prevalent in
America toda~ Of oourse one quar-
ter (not the one third that he men-
tions) ofyoung blacks are have been
orare servingtime in thejoint, what
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a stereotype is, even if it means
saving human life!
To illustrate this let us reex-
amine the above situation. In the·
above example, if the white female
used stereotypes she would have
concluded based on F.B.I. statistics
showing that one-third of an black
males aged sixteen to twenty-three
have served or are serving time in
jail and based on the fact that over
sixty percent ofall violent crime in
the U.S. is committed by blacks,
even though they represent only
fourteen percent of the total u.s.
population, that crossing to the
right side would be dangerous.
Similarly she would have con-
cluded that since Jews account for
virtually none of the violent crime
in the U.S., that it would be safe
3 out of·4 Crooked Brokers an-d Traders Can't Be
Wron!
By Jeff Schwartz
Put yourself in this situation.
You are a young white female
walking down the middle of a two
way road. Cars are passing on ei-
ther side of you and you wish to
cross the street to a sidewalk on
your right or left. On your right
you see a "wolf pack" of young
black males who do not look like
they are up to any good. On your
.. left you see a team' of Jewish doc-
tors in white overcoats walking to-
wards you. To which side do you
cross?
Liberals would tell you to
avoid using stereotypes in making
this decision. They would urge you
to resist your survivalist instinct
to cross to your left and would rec-
ommend that you cross to your
right to show the "wolf pack" that
you are not racist. Their logic for
this reasoning would be that you
have no right to classify anyone's
individual characteristics based on
the general characteristics of their
ethnic group. (Isn't it interesting
and ironic that when it comes to
affirmative action they rank every-
one's contribution to "diversity"
~ their ethnic group?)
Predicated on this logic it
would seem that all stereotypes are
false and should be abandoned. Yet
have you ever heard anyone who
purports to be "politically correct" -
reprimand you for saying that
Asians are hard-working arid stu-
dious? Of course not! The reason
for this is that liberals know that
most positive and negative ste-
reotypes are based on logical ob-
servations and statistics. How-
ever they oppose negative
sterotypes because they offend
people.
For those on the political
left, offending an ethnic group is
just about the worst crime one
can commit. Doing so is never jus-
tified, no matter how rational such
"
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Three cheers for the taxpayers
Cherry-wood paneling, terrazzo marble 'floors, slate
telephone booths, million dollar carpeting. The stu-
dents of Baruch owes the taxpayers of New York a big
thank you.
Baruch's William and Anita Newman Library cost
89% more than it was budgeted for. Instead of wasting
$234 for custom-made lamps, the money saved by buy-
ing less expensive lamps could of been used to pur-
chase new computers. The library seems more like a
museum. The shelves are barren but had cheaper car-
peting been laid the money could be used to put some
books on the shelves.
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Who got robbed?
-
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The students and the taxpayers, for funding a money
pit.
Baruch students should forget about becoming ac-
countants and the like. They should get jobs as con-
tractors for the Dormitory Authority of the State of
New York. That way, they learn how to make a really
quick buck.
9<
i
/'____________.J
to seek financing than male-
owned businesses. Today, 46%
of women entrepreneurs are
just as likely to have bank
credit compared to 49% of their
male counterparts. Dealings
between banks and women en-
trepreneurs are fast improving
among this group. "At Wells
Fargo, we were surprised to
learn that women perceived
that they had less access to
capital than men. Since women
business owners are as finan-
cially responsible as men busi-
ness owners, we saw an oppor-
tunity and we stepped up our
outreach efforts"said Lucy Reid,
Executive Vice President, Wells
Fargo bank..
It was also discovered that
men and women business own-
ers use their credit for different
purposes. Women use it prima-
rily for growth and expansion
while-men are likely to use it to
"smoothe out cash flow" and
consolidate debts.
"For the first time we now
hav'e 'ha'rd ~ta'ti-stical d-ata on
the growth of this unique mar-
ket," says Micki Napp, market
executive, WomenOwned Busi-
nesses, IBM. "The data will help
IBM and others focus more ac-
curately on the needs of these
business owners."
The top ten states for minor-
ity women-owned firms, based
on an average ranking of num-
ber of firms, employment and
sales, are: Califor.nia; Texas;
Florida; New York; Illinois; Vir-
ginia; Maryland; New Jersey;
Hawaii and Washington.
For additional Informatron
about women-owned businesses
in the United States and inter-
nationally, visit the National
Foundation for Women Busi-
ness Owners' home page: http:!
Iwww.nfwbo.org or call 301-495
4975.
***'*'*****. ,.-_....•.............- -............ . .( ,
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jumped ship into the Republican
Party and kissing booty of
Governer .Pataki.
It should be noted that the
Board of Trustees are a Pataki
run board and that Badillo him-
self cannot be blamed. One good
thing is that Badillo voted to op-
pose the ACE test which is good.
The ACE test was a test that
would have been testing the pro-
ficiency of Students in writing
skills to obtain Junior Status.
But, and there is always a but,
He did it because he did not be-
lieve that CUNY was worth
spending any more money on as
t.hertest would have cost more
money.
The point of this article is not
really to bashrMr. Badillo, It is •
one of a plead to make sure that
he does the right thing which is
to step back a second and see
what CUNY is about again. It is
about taking the poor and minori-
ties and giving them a chance to
succeed in life such as yourself.
You once have stated that you
went to Baurch and it was not so
difficult in terms of affordability.
'I wanfto help you remember that
you only had to pay thirty five
dollars a year back then.
Mr. Badillo I want to let you
know I resent your remarks on
how the students of CUNY have
gotten lazy over the years. You
obviously forgot your roots and I
am trying to get you to under-
stand them and stop being
ashamed that you are a minority
that owes everything that he is
to CUNY. So do I, and Mr.
Badillo, that is why we are pro-
testing against you today because
your comments were uncalled for
and by the way you will find that
you' have more support sticking
to your roots than you currently
realize. I hope that this ,article
doesn't reflect on your decision to
be a generous alumnus to our
school.
By Dan Peress
Would you please pass the saki,
but don't give any to the students.
That's right, Herman Badillo, a
Baruch Alumnus, has taken that
nice foot of his and shoved it up
his mouth as well as every other
CUNY students' tooshie.
Herman Badillo has been serv-
ing as a Board of Trustee for a
little more than half-a-year now.
He has been appointed by
Governer George Pataki to "steer
the direction of CUNY" presum-
ably toward Pataki's direction.
To get to the point Badillo has
stated that "we need a kamakazie
interim chancelor someone who is
not afraid to make enemies." He
wants an anti-studentchancellor,
The first part of his agenda:fire
the president of Hostos College.
May I be so bold to add that
Hostos is a college which Mr.
Badillo had been a co-founder and
supporter of, that is until he
Badillo:
Bad rnari
we dorit~
title II ... roE'n ~
~i\\ supper\.
'Nornens Sports~
to provide me with the tools for a
propereducation. One ofthose tools is
to make it possible for me to be in class
on time. It's f'"**ing ridiculous when
you are 20 minutes late for a class, and
you have been in that building trying
to get to the elevator for 20 minutes. I
am going to organize a group of stu-
dents and file a class action suit
against Barueh college ifthis situation
is not remedied. I arn sorry, but the
school has known about this problem
for quite some time, and I don't see
anything that is being done to make
things better. Maybe if the students
are organized and sue the sh*t out of
this school in an attempt to let the ad-
ministrators know that we won't tol-
erate these conditions, 'then perhaps
things-will change. All I know is that
money talks. When companies feel the
threat of a loss ofcapital they usually
change their policies to accommodate
those who might make this monetary
loss possible.
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By Anonymous
It's unfair. The Media Center is
open 9-5 Monday through Friday No
weekend hours to date. That's not fair
to all the students that work 9-5 and
go to school at night. I was told by one
ofmy professors that 50% ofBaruch's
enrollment is at night. The money
from night students benefits day stu-
dents only; that's not right. I am a Busi-
ness Communication/Graphic Arts
Major, and I need access to the media
center. Yes, I can use the Computer"
Lab, but the Media Center has Win-
dows 95 and more current software. I
use Windows 95 and Windows NT at
work. Windows 3.1 is slowly being
phased out ofthe business sector. Hell,
some offices use Office 97. The point-
this is a business school - we are sup-
posedly being prepared for future ca-
reers in the business sector, yet we are
not using the tools ofbusiness. Out of
date software doesn't cut it. We, as stu-
dents in a business school need to
know how to use Windows 95, because
a lot businesses use it. And, another
thingthat makes me crazy is that most
of the clubs are for day students. What
person who works from 9-5 can take
off from work to attend club hours at
12:25 pm 2:30pm on Thursdays each
and everyweek. Since, halfofBaruch's
enrollment is at night why do the day
students get privileges that the night
students do not. How many day stu-
dents have to attend an economics
class with 499 other students. That's
ridiculous. We all paythe same tuition.
We should all get the same services. I
am makinga list ofall the educational
benefits that day'students receive and
the night students do not. I am going
to try and organize a number of the
night students, and we will file a class
action suit against Baruch for depriv-
ing us services which we have already
paid for but do not receive. What's Fair
is Fair, and what's unfair is wrong! !
EveningStudents Unite. Ifyou are an
eveningstudent and a registered voter"
, call your congressman, representative
or any political person you know and
complain about this double standard
of education going on here at Baruch
College. Call Student Government and
complain, call your Dean and com-
plain, Sh*t, call the President and com-
plain. The situation with the eieva-
tors has to be reetified immediately. I
am seriously thinking about suing the
school for depriving me from being
educated due to the school's inability
es?
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she allegedly lunged at one of the of-
ficers with a knife, she was fatally in-
jured as a result of two shots from a
12 gauge shotgun fired by Officer
Stephen Sullivan.
Members of the African-American
community were outraged over the
Bumpers' killing: Many people within
the community wondered why a 12
gauge shotgun was needed in a civil
eviction order. Others wondered why
no warning shots were fired instead
.of the officers aiming directly at
Bumpers. The immediate members of
the family, defended Bumpers, saying
that she was instructed never to open
the door to strangers. They also
doubted that she could have been
much of a threat to six armed police
---a:l:llaer5, due.to the fact that she suf-
-- fered -fron1 high blood pressure and
arthritis. The family declared that
even if she did pick up a knife, this
.would have been the normal reaction
ofany terrified person with strangers
attempting to break into their house. -
The United StatesAttomey ofNew
York, Rudolph Guiliani announced
that the FBI will initiate a civil rights
investigations into theBumpers'shoot-
mg.
During the trial, the officers account
of what happened. differed quite dra-
matically withmedical evidence. One
doctor, who treated Bumpers in the
emergency room, testified that it
would be anatomically impossible for
Bumpers' to hold the knife in her hand
as the police described it.
The outcome of the trial, was of no
surprise to people within theAfrican-
American community OfficerStephen
Sullivan was cleared of all charges..
The Loiiirna case is far from unique
as the family members ofMr. Louima,
theHaitian as well as theactivist com-
munity continuously stressed. Am-
nesty International released a report
on the New York City Police Depart-
ment last year, which shows that an
overwhelmingly majority of the vic-
tims of police brutalityare African-
American, Latino, andAsians. Racial
disparities were most prevalent
among deaths - or questionable
shootings.Rudolph Guiliani is quite
aware that police brutality is a major
issue. Before he became our present
daymayorhehelpedto prosecutesome
of these ''bad apples". He is well ac-
quainted with the well known "Blue
Wall ofSilence." My question is, who
are thepoliceprotectinganyway?
American community Thejury; which
lacked a single black juror, acquitted
all of the police officers of all charges.
Guiliani, then U.S. attorney, an-
nounced that he would initiate an in-
vestigation into Stewart's death. Even
though federal prosecutors announced
that there was insufficient evidence to
bring the case before a federal grand
jury, Guiliani held his position that
there were numerous inconsistencies
throughout this case. Mayor Edward
Koch also called for further investiga-
tions, which led to a Special Counsel
thatwas todetenninewhetherdepart-
mental charges shouldbefiled. against
the officers in the Stewart case. The
report from this case decided among
other issues that restraining Stewart
withhis wristsbound to his ankleswas
unnecessmywhen there were at least
11 officers present to arrest one per-
son. Several years later, the Stewart
family filed a lawsuit against the city
of New York and won $1.7 million in
damages.
According to police, on October
29,1984, a city marshall as well as
housingauthorityoffieerswent to evict
a woman from her NYC owned apart-
ment. The tenant's namewas Eleanor
Bumpers and she was a 66 years old
grandmother was four months late in
payinghermonthlyrentof$96.85. She
refused to let anyone into the apart-
ment, at which point the officers forced
their way into the apartment. Upon
enteringthe apartment, the officers at-
tempted to restrain Bumpers. When
ew
Or is it rotten from the root to the fruit?
ground He was then thrown through
the air into the storage compartment
ofa police van.
During the trial, several instances
came to light. For example, one ofthe
more interesting aspects of this case
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By Sergy Tabuteau
The Abner Louima case, in which
police officers from the 70th precinct
are accused of insertinga plunger into
a Haitian man's rectum, is a story that
has been paraded throughout the me-
dia during the past few weeks. Media
coverage sought to give the impres-
sionable American viewer that this
sort ofpolice brutality is inconceivable
as well as unprecedented. In the hours
and days after the incident, our own .
Mayor Rudolph Guiliani as well as Po-
lice Commissioner Howard Safir re-
peatedly tried to weave the illusion
that the officers involved in this case
illustratejust anothercase ofa few bad
apples.
Abner Louima's case is not unlike
the thousands ofpolice brutalitycases
which occur-each year. The fact -t
as a Haitian immigrant he repo .
the case at all, I think; demonstrates
courage on his part. The rise of anti-
immigrant animosity (which, by the
way; coincides with federal legislations
which deal with immigrant status) has
left the immigrant community as a
h 1 c: l' rtain t f di ~p::.wl4,woe lee mg a ce amoun 0 s- w'. ,v:",,:,!#":"'·
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trust towards police officers in general. Ne~'York'sr~est h~d at wiliiill·o-r~k.
Mayor Guiliani's acivities as U.S. pros-
ecutor in police brutality~, before involves a Dr. Elliot Gross, who was
- hebecameourmayormakeshisstate- Chief Medical Examiner in the
ments even more puzzling to me. His Stewart case. His findings did not es-
insistence that this type ofcase is iso- tablish a link between the injuries he
lated not only insults my intelligence, sustained and his death.
but the intelligence of thousands of During Stewart's.eutopsy, Gross re-
people who suffer at the hands of po- moved Stewart's eyes in what proved
lice officers each year. F?: t~~ ~h? to be a questionable act on his part.
have forgotten what Guiliani s activi- The eyes are key evidence in strangu-
ties were like before he became our lation cases due to the fact that pete-
mayor, here are some instances to re- chial hemorrhage or pinpoint bleed-
fresh your memory . ing are standard signs of strangula-
On September 15, 1983, according tion. In the event, that the blood flow
to Transit Police officers, Michael from the head is cut off. blood backs
Stewart, a 25 year oldartist and model up causing the vessels 'in the eye to
was scrawling graffiti on the wall. burst, The Stewart family maintained
When approached he reportedly be- that the signs ofhemorrhagingwould
cameviolent at which point the officer prove that there is a chance that the
radioed~ for assistance. Eleven o~of- police strangled Stewart. Other medi-
ficers arrived (all ofwhom werewhite) cal examiners involved in the case,
~d was then.~en to Be~evue has- . disputed Gross' findings and voiced
pital for psychiatricevaluation. He ar- that the cause of death was indeed
rived at the ~osp~talcomatose? hand- strangulation, as well as trauma
euff~andWithhis legsbo~d~ tape. causedby a severe beating. Gross soon
He died 13 days later.The DIstrictAt- became the target of investigationson
torney in this case, as well as the wit- all levels, includingcity; state, and fed-
nesses to this incident gave reports eral. The N.Y State board of Profes-
that differed quite dramatically from sional Medical Conduct pronounced
those of the arresting transit officers. him incompetent and he was eventu-
They reported that ~tew~rt was ally removed. from his post in October,
beaten and choked by night sticks and 1987. The verdict for all the police of-
plungers (excuse me, billyclubs) as he fieers involved. in this case causedmass
lay helpless and handcuffed to the demonstrations among the African-
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-Large indoor heated POOL, SAUNA, largeJACUZZI, PING-PONG, BIlUARDS, ELECTRONIC GAME ARCADE a
located inside the HOLIDOME tropical courtyard! .
-Transfers to Snowmobiling, Horseback Riding, Bowling, Roller Skating, Snowboarding(rentats available), and
outlet shopping at Woodbury Commons shopping Mall available! Additional fees required. .
Thi~ tri p is ne>t ~pc>nsc>r~dby BCl.rLJc::h Cc>II~g~_
It .is; brC>Llght te> YC>LJ by th~ "CEl.rr1~~ yc>LI krlC>vv!
10
.200 participants in 1996, 320 participants in 1997, in 1998 go with the leader in WinterAdventure!
The ENTIRE hotel is reserved for our group only so this year the experience will be even more
exclusively specialized for you! Don't miss out on what's sure to be the winter event of the year!
Rates are per person/4 in aroom:$190, 3in aroom:$205, 2in aroom:$21S. Payments can be made in cash,
check, money order or VISA, MASTERCARD or DISCOVER credit cards. Minimum deposit of$50 is due now
Second payments are due by Oct. 24, Third payments are due by Nov. 21, full payments are due by Dec. 19.
~peak to us about late payments! For more information call: .
ELITE Expeditions-Angel Ramos: 917-469-3305 orJeff Lamboy: 917-632-4853. E-Mail:
EliteNY@AOL.COM. Or you can stop by the P.R.I.D.E.lounge in room 1423 in the 360 PAS
building student center and see Jeff or leave him a message.
!
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NEXT ISSUE:
REVISITING THE BARUCH
BUILDINGTAKEOVERS
AGAINST THE BUDGET CUTS.
Girl Talk says to Herb: You poor
thing! No friends? Fear not
Herbie, if you can't at least find
one friend in any of the clubs/or-
ganizations, you can always visit
the many bars located around
Baruch. Go in there on a Thurs-
day night and you are bound to find
at least one Baruchian. Most likely
they're passed out under the table
and ifyou buy them all a round of
drinks, you'll be the most popular
guy in Baruch.
ment is in a low_period,there is no
short cut that will jump-start the
- movement other than ongoing, pa-
tient political organizing. Alli-
ances, student activist feel, with
liberals won't do it, nor will flashy
militant tactics that don't involve
thousands of students. They say
we need to be aware ofwhere stu-
dents are at, and plan our strate-
gfes based on that.
The most positive accomplish-
ment ofthe last couple ofyears was
the creation of organizations -like
SLAM, Forever In Struggle To-
gether (FIST-formerly the Student
Power Movement) and STAND.
This did not spark a mass move-
ment right away, but it will be cru-
cial when the movement starts to
pick up again. This will ensure -
that the movement can grow
quickly, and stay in the hands of
students themselves, not Demo-
cratic politicians, manipulative
leftist groupings, or liberal faculty.
But even with the endorsement
of the faculty union, the May 8
march was even smaller than the
March 23 demo, which SLAM had
organized on its own terms. This
fact shows that the low activity of
the movement was not due to
SLAM's unwillingness to compro-
mise with liberals. -Even with the
endorsement of liberals, students
didn't get involved. The low level
ofmass movement came more from
demoralization due to the ineffec-
tiveness ofpast movement efforts.
With these lessons, youth activ-
ists are saying that we need to
build a student movement that can
seriously attempt to stop the bud-
get cuts in the years to come. To
figure out how to do that, we need
to study the history of the student
movement, and movements for so-
cial/political change generally, to
see what had worked 'and what
hasn't worked historically. We
need to build a mass movement. It
needs to be autonomous, meaning
that it can't rely on Democratic!
Republican politicians or on faculty .
endorsements to mobilize the stu-
dent body.
One lesson activist take from the
past years is that when the move-
Dear Boy talk, Girl Talk,
This is my first semester at
Baruch and I'm having a hard time
finding a social life. Do you have
any suggestions on where I can find
some friends?
- HerbE.
Boy Talk says to Herb: Well
Herb, what- can I say? You're a
LOSER. Relax, I'm just kidding.
Seriously though, with over a 100
clubs and organizations in the Col-
lege, there is bound to be one that
is right for you. If not, you can al-
you an answer so allow me to offer ways start your own. Then again,
more useful answers. you have no friends so you'd be
Male pattern baldness is genetic hard-pressed to find the 10 other'
so unless you have several thou- people you'd need to start your own
sand to blow on expensive hair club. Ailyway, the main importance
grafts I say you look for other al- of college is to get an education. If
tematives. I suggest broadening - you don't find anyone to your lik-
your collection ofhats. However, I ing here, then I suggest you go
- do not recommend things like: home and hang out with your other
growing whatever is left of your friends. Ifyou don't have any other
hair and trying to cover up your friends then you can always join
baldness, that stupid aerosel spray the army. They're always looking
that you spray on your hair that is for a few good men. .
supposed to cover up your baldness,
growing your hair so long that you
could tie a ponytail despite the fact
that the sun glares off your head.
Just remember guys, chicks like
you for you, not your hair.
WHAT HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO
STUDENT POWER (pART II)
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the previous year. Originally the
Student Liberation Action
Movement(SLAM) hoped March 21
would be a joint demonstration
with USS and PSC. The coalition
proved unworkable, as the PSC
was unwilling to unite with stu-
dents unless we gave them blan-
ket approval to invite Democratic
Party politicians to speak at the
rally and make voting -a central
focus of the action.
The small size of the March 21
demo and the lack of the
movement's growth afterwards led
to general disillusionment. Many
SLAM activists started to believe
that the movement would grow if
we were willing to compromise
with the PSC. Desperately want-
ing the movement to grow, SLAM
decided to compromise with PSC
on two major questions in order to
gain their endorsement. The com-
promises- were (1) to allow Demo-
cratic party politicians to speak,
and (2) to do the march a week
later, almost at the end of the se-
mester. These compromises were
made in hopes that more students
would-come to the-march iffaculty
supported it and didn't hold tests
on that date.
I'm 21 years-old and I'm going bald.
What should I do?
interest in you. Now it's his turn
and I bet he's enjoying his time in
the sunshine. BoyTalk advises you
to move on.
Girl Talk says to Tormented:
Don't listen to-Boy Talk. If you're
truely in love with the guy I say
eliminate the competition. Watch
his girlfriend's every move for the
next two weeks and when the time
is right, WHACK her. Or...you can
just start spreading vicious rumor
about her. For exampleyou can tell
everyone you know that this girl
has slept with at least 101 men.
Eventually, the rumor will get back
to the love of your life and he'll
dump her and go out with you.
--Kojak
Girl Talk says to Kojak: I say,
"Shave the rest ofyour sh*t offyour
head." If you're black you'll look
like Michael Jorden or Keenan
Ivory Wayans. Ifyou're white you'll
look like Mr. Clean. Ifyou're Asian
you'll look like The Dali Lama.
Boy Talk says to Kojak: As usual,
my female colleague fails to give
Dear Boy Talk, Girl Talk,
THE STUDENT MOVEMENT IN
T SITION:
By Orlando Green
and Carolyn Brad
The student indifference to the
movement this year can only be
explained as a reaction to the fail-
ure of the movement last spring.
The fact that the cuts went
through over the last couple of
years had tWQ effects~ The most -
obvious is that many students
weren't able to stay in school be-
cause_ they couldn't afford it or
their programs had been cut. The
second effect is the demoraliza-
tion. .It was this that organizers
underestimated. .
Students did everything from
traveling to Albany to lobby and
protest the state government, to
working tirelessly on campus all
year, to mobilizing tens of thou-
sands ofpeople at a citywide dem-
onstration and getting arrested
and attacked by cops. But the
budget cuts still went through.
Students accurately realized that
if we weren't able to stop the cuts
last year, or two years ago, there
was no reason to think we could
do it this year with the same tac-
tics.
The citywide demonstration on
March 21, 1996 drew 2,000 high
school students and college stu-
dents-only a shadow ofthe march
Boy Talk, Girl Talk is an ad-
vice column that tries to shed
light on all aspects of life. We
try to give a view on both the
male and -female perspective,
since they tend to differ. We
are not experts in this but we
can all use some advice at one
point or another. So feel free
to submit questions to us. We
will do our best to give you
answers.
Dear Boy Talk, Girl TaJ.k,
A couple of years ago, this guy
liked me but I didn't quite feel the
same wa)7. Now he has agirlfriend -
and I am extremely jealous
becuase I'm deeply in love with
him. What should I do?!
-Tormented
Boy Talk says to Tormented:
I'm sorry to be the one that breaks
this to you but TOO BAD! I prob-
ably sound cruel and heartless but
I call it the way I~ it .
This poor guy was probably real
hung up on you at the time but you
counldn't make up your mind. So
now this guy goes out and finds
someone special and your ego can't
stand the fact that it's no longer
you that is on his mind. Your jeal-
ousy is not because you 'love' him
but because he no longer has any
Write
for
Features.
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tening southern dishes while
bands entertained us with their
music and shows.
N ext year Golden Key Inter-
national convention will take
place in Los Angeles in July
199B! I will not miss it for any-
thing. It is too great an experi-
ence. In the meantime, the
Baruch team and I will prepare
~urselves for our next trip to the
regional conference, which will
take place in one of the largest
universities of West Virginia
this coming March.
Dear Golden Key members,
SIGN UP FOR IT!!!
••••••••••••••••••••
:Did You Know:
• •
:That our favorite:
: Governor, GeorgeE.:
: Pataki proposed $800:
: million on building neW:
: prisons in 199B? :
• •
••••••••••••••••••••
meal deal which includes 3
burgers ofyour choice, small fries
and a small soda. The word
"small" has become a rather du-
bious term in American fast food;
it was surely enough to fill or
quench the equally dubious "av-
erage" appetite. If three burgers
won't suffice you can upgrade to
the "high-test", which for a nomi-
nal increase in price, will yield a
larger portion of all three plus
cheese. For those on a >$ 1 bud-
get (get a job), you can devour a
QB for $.79. I'm sorry I can't re-
port on the shakes, my stomach
couldn't handle one at 11:25 a.m.
Not only will Quickie Burgers &
Shakes be able to compete with
_the Big Macs™, Big Kings™ and
Singles™,)t may just edge into
the "Big Three's" market share on
23rd Street.
I give Quickie Burgers &
Shakes an A-, a smile or genuine
hello from the staff would've re-
ally done it. We're in New York...1
know. What do you think?
Quickie Burgers & Shakes
FoodReview
water park, which was closed
that evening to the general pub-
lie for the sole benefit of the
Golden Key convention attend-
ees. Apart from this well orga-
nized program of work and fun,
this convention has given us the
opportunity to meet with hun-
dreds of other amazing stu-
dents. To feel the incredible en-
ergy and enthusiasm that gen-
erated from the Golden Key
staff, who made it all possible.
We listened to many talented
speakers such as, the Governor
of Georgia, and the Mayor of At-
lanta - Mr. Andrew Young. Both
individuals have enormously
contributed to their state and
city by respectively offering to
students free college education
if they maintain a "B" average
each year (governor's bill), and
by making Atlanta the Host of
the last Olympic games
(Mayor's initiative). Finally,we
had the pleasure to 'appreciate
the "southern hospitality" at the
Golden Key headquarters man-
sion,' where a huge barbecue
provided the delicious -and fat-
By Mark D. Higgins
Will David be able to compete
with Goliath? A new entrant to
the burger war on 23rd Street has
arrived, Quickie Burgers &
Shakes. In my mad dash for a
7:50am lecture it is amazing that
I noticed anything other than the
fact that I was late (a rarity 1 as-
sure you), but there it was, with
its red awning and steel grated
floors. It's a niche restaurant,
serving burgers, fries, and
shakes. The burgers are visually
similar to the infamous White
CastleTM, but entirely different in
taste and thankfully, digestion.
The small patties are fresh and
served on a potato bun with fried
onions. With a bit of ketchup they
are, as the wax bag in which they
are served states, delicious. If
beef is not your thing, rest as-
sured, they have turkey and
veggie burgers. I, being a devout
carnivore, refuse to submit to
those E-Coli weary turkey or
veggie supporters, wimps. The
warne fries are a welcomed re-
prieve from the typical shoestring
type. If novelty is what you crave
in a new eatery they've got it. The
condiments are served from ud-
der-like dispensers, and they
thought city kids had no clue
about the country.
Okay lets chat about cash, al-
ways my favorite topic. For $5.29
you can fill-up with the "regular"
student run TV show occurred
during the last tuition increase
student protest when he real-
ized that there was no one spin-
ning positive images of stu-
dents during that time.
His vision of a TV talk show
was temporarily put on the
back burner when his mother
began to fight cancer. Now that
his mother is well, he is back
with a new found sense of en-
ergy. This energy is evident
when you hear him speak out
about his dream.
To fulfill his goal of a student
run TV talk show, he has begun
on October 17. Both meeting
auditions will be held on the
14th floor room 1414 of 360
Park Avenue South Building.
Mr. Mercado stated that he
would be seeing help from any
administrative, faculty, or staff
member who would be willing
to help make the vision a real-
ity.
He ended his interview by
saying that we do have the
technology and equipment on
the campus and that there is a
wealth of creative students at-
tending Baruch college.
Upon flight and arrival to At-
lanta, the Green City,1 went
smoothly through the process
of registration at the hotel and
at the convention, where I re-
ceived a beautiful pad holder
bearing the Convention em-
blem. The emblem was the
GoldenKeyHeadq uarter
mansion,a historical building
that J amesW Lewis purchased
in 1982, 5 years after the foun-
dation of Golden Key. I was now
enrolled in the most amazing
adventure of work and plea-
sure, education and entertain-
ment. The 4 day program of-
fered a large variety of work-
shops on leadership skills; din-
ners where scholarships and
awards were granted, as well
as funds were donated by the
sponsors (Motorola with
$222,000, Ford with $167,000,
Merck. Aetna, National Bank,
PM... with donations varying
between $92,000 to 52,000)
Without these sponsors, Golden
-Key could not have reached
such heights; entertainment
such as the visit to one of the
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GOLDEN KEY INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION
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By Marielle Falbi
STUDENT VOICE
COMING TO A
TELEVISION
SCREEN YOU
By Carolyn Brad
Golden Key Intemational
Convention! I was curoius and
at the same time excitedto be
part of such a big event that
would gather students from all
over the States including coun-
tries from Australia, Malaysia,
Puerto Rico, and Canada. De-
spi te viewing the video tape on -
the International Convention in
Arizona of the previous year,
this year's convention exceeded
my expectations. The event was
memorable in the sense that
Golden Key was celebrating its
20th birthday. Indeed, in 1977,
. James \V. Lewis,decided to es-
tablish an honor society that
wo u ld not only recognize and
reward academic excellence, as
well as various other fields of
studies. Thus,Golden Key was
born! It has since grown to be-
come an amazing international
organization with over 250
chapters worldwide. The Olym-
pic city of Atlanta - its birth
place - could not have been a
better place to celebrate this
event.
There is a new vision coming
to Baruch college. This is a vi-
sion inspired by the fact that
there are no real representa-
tives in the media speaking on
the behalf of the real people of
the New York City area when
there are controversial issues
facing the people of New York
City. Mr. Ray Mercado, a stu-
dent at Baruch, has been for the
past year trying to organize a
totally student run TV talk
show. This talk show would be
produced on the campus of
Baruch college and would be
aired on any and all public ac-
cess cable channels throughout
the City of New York.
Mr. Mercado said, "there is al-
ways someone on TV with a
Ph.D. or some other degree talk-
ing about how we feel about any
given issue. There are no
people like us talking about
what really brings us joy, fear,
or success". He went on to say
that our voice is very much ab-
sent from the realm of public
debate and opinion. He also
stated that his inspiration to
begin the campaign to start a
)....
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••••••••••••••••••••••••Stop by the Ticker Of-
fice ifyou want to sub-
:mit entries to Club
Corner! .
.y•••••••••••••••••••••••
The Finance & Economics Society is open to
all of those interested in the processes of the finan-
cial world It provides students with an informa-
tiveview ofcurrent change andthe future trends in
the rapidlyevolvingfinancialworldviavarious func-
tions such as lectures, symposiums,,·and field trips.
We meet in Room 640 / 26th Street Building.
THE FmANCEAND ECONONUCS
SOCIETY
CARIBBEAN STUDENTS ASSOCIA-
TION
The CARIBBEAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION promotes political and
cultural awareness among all Caribbean
students, with the hope that awareness
will engender political and economic
unity, progress and development in the
Caribbean. This club sponsors food
festivals and cultural events at the
College.
Multi-CulturalAssociation
The MCA is a day session student club
that focuses on bringing people of differ-
ent religions and diverse cultural back-
ground together. We as a . club focuses on
school activities which include t he club
fair, the multicultural dinner, spring
fling and leadership weekend. We also
plan and organize a party each semester
where every Baruch student is invited to
join. During the year, we also have cer-
emonial functions to try and further the
idea that there is more than one way to
view the world. The Multi-Cultural
Association also participate with other
clubs. In the past, we have participated
in both the Asian and the Caribbean
show. We welcome anyone and everyone
who is interested in new experiences. We
are located in 360 PAS building on the
14th floor, room 1417. Everyone is invited
to stop by. .
NEW· GENERATION
NEW GENERATION aimsto bring
togetherness to Baruch College to a more
social manner. NEW GENERATION also
aims to keep students from dropping out
of school or losing interest by capturing
their interest through music and other
activities.
GAMMA pm RHO Sorority
Do you know that there is a sororiety at
Baruch? A sorority is a group of individu-
als that over time becomes a family. Our
'sorority is very diverse as well as unique.
Our motto is " Breaking all barr-iers"
because we are not the typical sorority. If
you want to become part of our happy
little family, come check us out at room
2056 at PAS during Club Hours . Gamma
Phi Rho Sorority Rush Meetings will be
held on Oct. 9th Resfreshments will be
served.
P.R.LD.E.
We are an evergrowinghappyfamily; where
you can meet people that are notjustPuerto Rican
but, of other nationalities. We're a place where
you can feel welcome, where.everyone looksout for
everyone else. We'll help you out with school,
friends, and family problems. We are a place to go
to on a rainy day to talk, laugh, and relax from
schooland family stress. We throw parties, watch
movies, leamnew things about other people's cul-
tures' includingour own.
~m~in~2~SWootboo~m~m
1421evetyda)) butmainly'fuesdayandThursday's
during club hours.
The Haitian Cultural Society
Hello, out there! Did you know there was a
Haitian Club at Baruch?t We at the Haitian
Cultural Society are dedicated to preserving,
exploring and celebrating our beautiful
Haitian Culture. Come and be a part ofour
wonderful Haitian family. It's never too late to
joinlll! Our club room is located in room 1416
in 360 PAS. Our general meetings are held in
the 2015 in 360 PAS. Look for our tsble at
Club Fair. Hope to see you soon!!!!! _
Remember C'est L"Union Fait La Force
SOUL SURVIVORS
The SOUL SqRVIVORS' aim to produce
a culture-ceritered vibe among students of
color and to .question our positions in the
world as a requirement to become a true
.human civilization, _We struggle against .
oppressive ideas of racism, sexism (patriar-
chy), and the ideas of the upper class. We
encourage students to take an interest in
local, national, and world news, issues and
events pertaining to themselves. We plant
seeds that will change the status of our
communities socially, economically, politi-
cally, and mentally. The SOUL SURVI-
VORS promote off campus activities with
grassroots organizations, i.e. feeding pro-
grams, conferences, rallies, cop watches,
poetry readings and etc. This year we are
working on the Million Woman March, Book
Drive for prisoners,. the annual Heather
Toussaint student scholarship and educat-
ing students on budget cuts.
CHINESE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Chinese Christian Fellowship believes that
there is only one True God, the God ofIsrael We
believe in the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal
Trinity of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. We also
believe that Jesus Christ was sent from Heaven to
Earth to serve as a sacrifice on the cross for our
sins. Believingand livingby God's commandments
will bring salvation. He will return to earth to es-
tablishHiskingdom ofrighteousnessandpeace. We
are here to spread the Gospel to the campus of
Baruch College with an emphasis on the
Chinese(Americanandoverseas-bom) students. We
meet evetyThursdaybetween·12:25 and 2:30pm.
THE BIO-MED SOCIETY
We are future healtheare professionals and sci-
entists who meet Thursdays during club hours
in room 404 at the 23rd street building. We dis-
cuss current scientific issues and advances,
~atch educational videos, have visiting guest
lecturers from prestigious instituions, give sup-
port to each other and have fun just being to-
gether. Please feel free to stop by and-meet a
new friend.
\
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PHI BETA SIGMA
NATIONAL FRESHMAN HONOR
SOCIETY
STUDENTS FOR STUDENTS
The primary concern of STU-
DENTS FOR STUDENTS is to assist
and encourage new and incoming
students to excel academically as well
as socially through networking tech-
niques. The club sponsors films,
dances, guest speakers and reference
seminars.
Phi bEta Sigma is a national honor
society for underclassmen (freshman
and sophomores). Our goal is to en-
courage and reward academic excel-
lence among Baruch College students.
Our activities include: workshops on
different topics of interest(internships;
management, resume enhancement
and scholarships), visits to places of in-
terest (UN, Unicef, etc.), participation
in volunteer programs including New
York Cares Day, Volunteers ofAmerica,
and the Salvation Army. We hope to
make the transition process into
Baruch a pleasant one for freshmen by
serving as a link between the activities
carried out by the college and the stu-
dents. JOINUSDURINGCLUB
HOURS(THURSDAYS IN ROOM 1424;
26TH STREET BUILDING).
The officers of the chapter can be con-
tacted through the Dean of Students of-
fice at 360 PAS room 1702, (212)802-
6820
ASEDOM
Association of Domincan
Students
We at ASEDOM .are. a culturally
based organization. We believe in pre-
serving our heritage while exposing
other ethnic groups to the historic back-
ground and customs of our Caribbean
life. We are interested in meeting new
people who are serious and dedicated
to changing the Latino image to a more
positive one while having tons of fun
doing it.
If you would like to find out more,
drop by room 1512 of the 360 PAS build-
ing and. drop a note in the ASEDOM
mail box. Leave your name and a tele-
phone number where you can be
reached.
WEST INDIAN CULTURAL CLUB
This is a club which was formed in
1974 to promote West Indian culture,
not. only at Baruch College, but on the
North American continent. Our club
consists of multi-talented students not
only from the various West Indian
islands but from other parts of the
globe. However, our common goal re-
mains: to promote the West Indian
culture and to bridge the gap that exists
between other cultures and our.own. We
present to the Baruch community differ-
ent aspects of the. West Indian culture
through various media: films, speakers,
fashion shows, dance of the various
islands, arts and crafts exhibitions. All
are welcome to participate.
)
KENYATTA PIOUS, JUNIOR
''NOT IF THE INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED ARE NOT
PREPARED TO BE CHALLENGED AND FURTHER-
MORE TO TRULY SHARE WITH EACH OTHER
ANY TURMOIL THEY EXPERIENCE FROM
HOME."
.pgt·'"
KABRAN SPOONER, JUNIOR TABLE TEN S CLUB
''YES, THEY PROMOTE AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PEOPLES' CULTURES AND
THEY HELP GENERATE HARMONY"
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S RRIE ONES, JUNIOR PHI .L...........~
''YES, I AGREE THAT IT CAN WORK. BECAUSE IT IS A
MULTICULTURAL CITY. WE RUN INTO DIFFERENT
PEOPLE EVERYDAY. WE RUN INTO MANY PEOPLE
THAT CAN SHARE WITH US DIFFERENT LIFESTYLES
AND CULTURES."
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By Orlando Green
o 0
SAMORA smms, FRESHMAN CARIBBEAN STU-
DENT ASSOCIATION
"IT STRICTLY DEPENDS UPON WHERE YOU RESIDE OR LIVE.
IF YOU'RE RESIDING IN A NON-DIVERSE ENVIRONMENT,
THEN YOU'RE LIFE WOULD BE DIFFICULT LIVING THAT
LIFESTYLE."
, JUNIOR DAY SES
GOVERNMENT
"I FEEL IF THEY BOTH UNDERSTAND THE PURPOSE OF
THEIR RELATIONSHIP, THEY SHOULDN'T CARE WHAT
SOCIETY THINKS."
••••••••••
•• ••• •
•• NEXT ISSUE: DO YOU • •
• • FEEL THAT SEXISM IS ••
• SOMETIMES HIDDEN IN •
•• CULTURAL TRADITIONS? ••
•• RACISM? ••
•• ••
•• ••••••••••
. .
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Sofu~ions
TIAA-CREF.
Proven
To l.ast
a Lifetime,
CREFGrcwth
~t
Star Rating/Number of
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
5/1.423
N/A
N/A
JOBS I N THE GLOBAL MARKET..•••
To receive a free Personal
VARSOVIA Travel & Shipping
74E -7th Street, New York, NY 10003
. Being Asian bilingual is your ticket to success.
Inter.iew with the worlcrs top companies at the Pan-Asian Job Fair. including:
Adobe Systems. EJocon. Fidelity Inrestments. johnson & Johnson. Procter & Gamble. and more !
Oct. 17-18,1997*
Jacob K. JaYks Convention Center
655 West J4th Street N.Y.C.
• Oct " is~ for japanese speaIcinc~
To register or get more information. contact:
International Career Information Inc.
Phone: 1-800-859-8535 • http://www.rici.comlacw • e-mail: jfinfO@rid.com
China • Hone Kane • India • Indonesia • japan • Kcrea • I"Iabysia • f'hiipp;aes • Sinppore • Taiwan • Thailand • VJetnam
.,B,fl111
Fares two ways, taxes extra, subject, subject to change
Phone 212 529-3256
I LOOKING FOR ooO'D PRICE TO.EUROPE? I
Travel inOctober - November 1997
----------.PARIS RT $289 + tax Discount
LONDON RT $289 + tax .~20d ID
. WIth stu ent
BERLIN RT $374 + tax for tickets to
WARSAW RT $402 + tax POLAND
CREFEqui~
Indez Account
Star Rating/Number of
Domesnc Eqwty
Accounts Rated
5/1.423
N/A
N/A
Ensuring the future
--ror'thc1se who shape It.St'
Investing KIt, mcluding charges
and expenses, plus our variable
annuity prospectuses, call us at
1800226-0147. Please read them
carefully before you invest or
.. send money,
www.tiaeH;r'ef.org
CREF Global
Equiti-~
Star Ratmg/Number of
International Equity
Accounts Rated
5/274
5/158
N/A
CREFSocial
Choice Account
Star Ratmg/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/1.423
4/924
N/A
CREFBond
Market Account
Star Ratmg/Number
of Fixed Income
Accounts Rated
4/566
"4/364
N/A
CREFStock
Account
Star Ratmg/Number
of Domestic Equlty
Accounts Rated
4/1,423
4/924
4/441
We take a lot of pride in gaining
high marks from the major rating
services, But the fact is, we're
equally proud of the ratings we
get in the mail every day from
our participants, Because at
TIAA-CREF. ensuring the finan-
. cial futures of the education and
research community is something
that goes beyond stars and
numbers, So from tr aditiorial
and variable annuities to life
insurance and personal savmgs
plans, you'll find we provide
the right choic_es -and the
dedication-to help you achieve
a lifetime of financial goals The
rating services back us up So
does Bill.
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3-Year
5-Year
lo-Year
·Source Mornmgstar, Inc, June 1997 Mormngstar 15an mdependent service that rates mutual funds and vanable annuities. The top 10%of funds in an mvesrrneru ;ategol Y recelve,flve stars and me
next 22.5% receive (OUI stars MorrungstaJ: propnetary raunqs reflect fustoncal risk-adjusted performance, and are subject to change every month They are calculated rrorn .,.the aCCOU:1t s ~>lIee . frve . and
tenyear average annual returns in excess of 9G-day Treasury bill returns WIth appropriate fee adjustments, and a nsk factor that reflects performance below 90 day. b111 returns j he overall star
ratings referred to above are Mornmqstars pubbshed raongs, WhICh are weIghted averages of Its three-, nve-, and ten-year ratmgs for penods endmg .June 3D,1997 The separate (unpublished) ratings
for each of the penods are
··These top ratings are based on TIAAs exceptional nnancial suength, clarms-paymq abrhty and overall operatmq performance ••• Source. DALBAR. Inc, 1995 CREF ceruncates are distnbuted by
TIAA CREF Indrvidual and Insutunonal Services For more complete mtorrnauon. mcludmq charges and expenses. please read the CREF Prospectus offered above Read It care/uJly before you
Invest or send money
Now you can gain experience and extra . . ..,
income doing what you do best.
Talking to people. We're IOMA, a -;.,'. '
prestigious national publisher of monthly professional
newsletters. We seek eager, energetic individuals with clearly
articulated diction, and apersuasive,bighly professional tele-
phone manner.
You'll enjoy Desible daytiJDe hours to fit your college sched-
ule, a v.ery coBveaieD~ I~~, and an u~beat, team-spir}~ed
environment. And your tangible rewards Include competitive
compensation between $1~17 per hour (base + bonus) and
attractive benefits and daily incentives.
Say "hello" to opportunity as a member of IO~s dynamic
telemarketing team. For aD over-the-pboDe iDterview with
. readiBg materials in baD~
I
please call Monday-Friday,10MA . lOAM-6PM.L--______ 212-244-3014
Equal Opportunity Employer
I
i
I
;.
;
Tembo Towers. Just a few mo-
ments ago, sources say that the
Unified Utopian Alliance is the
process of capturing the vigilante
known onle as "Raine." As you can
see the full military force at large in
capturing this so called "menance"
but most citizens of NYC consider
him a savior and a hero. Archbishop
Judas! Can you give us a comment
upon the situaton at hand?
Yes I have a comment. The Uni-
fied Utopian Alliance does not take
likely to vagrants such as this
"Raine". All who defy the U.U.A. will
be punished to the fullest extreme.
Let it be shown tonight the full power
of the Unified Utopian Alliance!!!
(Breathing heavily) This mon-
ster has incredible speed and
strength. Armor's still hold out,
but I'm almost completely ex-
hausted.~ chance left.
As Raine activates his holo-
graphic device from his watch...
_ Dumb you think Slaine? Heh,
hologram dumb is. Can hologram
smell Slaine. Trick you no Blaine
to. Slaine now you hack up.
As Slaine throws one of his
steel piercing small axe at Raine,
it strikes him directly in the chest.
And as our hero falls from grace,
the citizens below gasp in horror as
they see their salvation from the
sky scraper....
Epilogue. Hmmm. This is the
address, Belverdere Castle. Now
let's see who wants to speak to me
on such important notice that they
knew myoid trade name....
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details -
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
EGG DONOR NEEDED!
Loving couple seeking caucasian egg donor with
brown hair, brown eyes, 5'4" and over. Age 21-30.
Previous pregnancy and college education. Compen-
sation $3,,500.00. Please call OPTIONS 1(800)886-
9373. Ask for Nanc Ext.#6621
GROUP FIVE
6547 N Academy Blvd. Dept N
Colorado S rin s, Co. 80918
EARN LIFETIME RESIDUAL INCOME OF $10,000
MONTHLYoffering lowest cost consumer savings program.
No direct selling. We advertise, recruit, and close all sales
for you. Call Fortune 5000 at l-800-811-2141, code
#23892 today to get started on the road to financial
independence.
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3194 for current listings.
from scum named Tomi Es-
qurre,
That's my elevator ride in
Durango, see you later.
Hey Raine mon ami! Sorry to
have heard you hafta transfer
out, dat low GPA thing must re-
ally suck. But NYU isn't really
that bad, so I heard.
It's ok Durango. The only
thing I'll probably miss most is
not being able to ask the beau-
tiful and exquisite Mimi Fung
out.
Don' sweat it mon ami there
be alot more 0' angels falling
out 0' de sky everyday. Say mon
ami, you wouldn't be related to
dat "Raine" guy who whacked
de Minister Goldstine last
week?
It's just pure concidence
that we have the same name.
Trust me I'm not him...
Later on that night, a single
lone figure makes his way
across three sky scrapers.
Strange, the source said that
there was an illegal operation
of a cartel producing that newly
liquid herorin called Lyph. But
there's nothing here except..•· .-
A strange horrifying growl
emerges from the shadows '0'£
darkness and suddenly the sky
is filled with swarming black
copters.
You Raine. I terminate will
1. said Slaine as he lunges to-
ward Raine.
Good evening. This is J en
Katsuoka reporting live from
Excuse me mister, but have
you seen my mommi? asked the
little girl. .
Tepenga? Tepenga where are
you?
Mommi! Mommi! I was ask-
ing this Mr.stranger man if he
knew where you were. I know
you taught never to talk to
strangers, but he seems nice.
Thank you for watching my
child. My name is Leeta and
Tepenga here is quite talkative
at times and I'm late for chem-
istry class and I can't seem to
find this child daycare center.
And just before he could an-
swer, he noticed that Leeta was
a blind American Indian. Cool!
My name's Reno and I'm in
chemistry as well. And the
daycare center is right next to
our class. Come on I'll take you
there.
And at the 360 PAS line,
Awww come now chere Mimi.
What you mean moi es not in-
vited to de party dis weekend?
Durango es de main party ani-
mal! No party is complete wit
out moil
Please take a reality pill
Durango. 'I'o m i Esquire is
throwing this party ·at 'hi s
father's mansion and its by in-
vitation only.
Tomi Esquire yea say. De
worst piece 0' rich ass class filth
en dis world! I would not punch
'im in de face ta make 'im look
pretty. I'm warning ya chere,
watch what you drink, 'specially
The Second Renaissance Act II
Largest selection of Ski & Spring Break Destinations,
including Cruises! Foam Parties, Drink Specials and our
Peace & Luv Concerts. Group Discounts and Free Trips
available. Epicurean Tours
1-800-231-4-FUN
Internship on Campus
One entrepreneurial person on your campus to sell com-
puter anti-theft devices. $200-500/week. Benson
1-800-724-4339 www.pc-security.com/campusrep
ESL & American students, tum a B paper into an A, an F
into a C. The term paper or graduate school thesis doesn't
exist that can't be improved by line-by-line editing for
p7!"er grammer, clarity, form, content and by constructive
criticism regarding relevance to the specific assignment.
Free consultation. Satisfaction guaranteed. $20/hr. 212/
79-4
Spring Break '98 - .Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go Free!!!
Student Travel Services is now hiring campus reps/group
organizers. Lowest rates to Jamaica, Mexico & Florida.
Call 1-800-648-4849.
By Kiro
Hovering high above the great
metropolis of New York, lies the
floating aerial Utopian Cathedral
constructed from the ruins of the
once holy Vatican after the third
world war.
Ab. Slaine! Welcome to our
most humble world! So, after
enough sedatives to stop a herd
of elephants and the lives of 3
brothers our Eugenics Equation
Project is finally in shackles. Oh,
is 'that a growl I hear from you?
It's not nice to growl at your mas-
ter.
As Bishop Kain strikes Slaine
across the face with his jagged
septer, Slaine manages to impos-
sibly break free of one his shack-
les. But all of the sudden and
electrical discharge burns from
within the frontal lobes of his
mind causing him to shear away
. . . .In agornzmg pam.
Now pay attention to that holo-
screen you genetic cesspool! Your
prey's name is Raine. I want him
completely terminated! I don't
care how you do it just kill the
freaking bastard!
We will provide you with the tools
and weapons to complete your
task. And I don't care how much
you were cost to be produced, I
will eliminate you with a blink of
the eye so don't fail me ...
Meanwhile back at New Baruch
University at the new 24th street
building, Damn! Late for chem-
istry again! Now where's my
J.D.? But unnoticingly he is
greeted by a small surprise.
"19
fer Lopez can reach these
heights of success and inspira-
tion. Her work in this film is
surely a wonderful start and a
new hope for the Latino popu-
lation in this country.
Selena,Quintanilla Perez.
..·"I~:':·'I'
. .~'..~ ..
~~jL'7~'~>#
treatment. Why? As a fan I feel
_there were gifts Selena had and
things she did for the Latino
community and young Latinas
in particular. Her music
brought people together and her
success meant hope for a lot of
people. With any luck, Jenni-
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.Selena's father. Olmos captures
the dominance and control he
had over their lives while keep-
ing the love and good intentions
he had for his farn ilyin the fore-
front. Because the main char-
acters of this film are so likable
is a problem however. In every
story an ant agon ist is neces-
sary. Whether it is a person, a
place or nature, a tale needs
something to provide substan-
tial conflict. Unfortunately,
pushing aside Selena's struggle
to make it in a musical field
dominated by men, her struggle
to marry Vincent Perez and
loosen the reins of control from
her father, there weren't many
conflicts in Selena's life that
were harsh enough to be
thought of as cinematic. In fact,
many critics question the rea-
sons why such a simple story.
could be made in to a major mo-
tion picture instead of a Sunday
night TV movie.
While I agree the lack of con-
flict should have forced director
Gregory Nava (who did an ex-
cellent job) to make the film
shorter, I believe the impact of
this film is great and is cer-
tainly meriting of big screen
ote for e ena.
Undervalued film comes to video
By Manny Rodriguez
Two years ago, Mexican sing-
ing star, Selena, was fatally
shot. Her death came just as
she was on the verge of success
in the pop market of this couri-
try. Ignorant people say that
she was about to become a big
star bu t she al-
ready was. Cross-
ing ·over would
have certainly sat-
isfied her dream of
showing the
masses of this
country she could
sing for anyone,
but it de fi nit ely
w o u ldnt have
made her the great
singer and person
she already was.
In the film, Selena,
which was re-
leased five months
a go : in theaters-
and is being re-
leased this month
on video, is an op-
portunity for those
who were unfamil-
iar with Selena to
see the struggles
she faced and open
your eyes to the
difficulties of
Mexicans In
America. For
those who were
fans of Selena, this Jennifer Lopez in character as the late Mexican
film is a wonderful singer Selena.
cinematic salute to
one of this country's best Latina
performers and role models.
And for everyone, the film gives
us a chance to witness the enor-
mous talents of Jennifer Lopez.
Lopez is simply perfect in ev-
ery scene she is in. Her acting
has always been very natural in
her short career. She distin-
guishes herself in the scenes
where she is performing as
Selena. Though Lopez lip
synchs every performing scene,
the facial emotions and physi-
cal movements of the late
Selena are captured perfectly.
They truly recall Selena's pres-
ence on stage; an innocence and
sensitivity that was built on the
foundation of strength, confi-
dence and leadership.
. Emotionally, all of the perfor-
mances are in the right place
and come across as real. Par-
ticularly potent is Edward
James Olm'os' portrayal of
GenerationNext
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uss Voyager
Answer to last issue's Definitions
Deep Space Nine
Across
1. Star Fleet's creedo,
4. Whoopi Goldberg
5. Data
7. Star Trek pilot.
9. Space travel medium.
11. Creator of Star Trek.
15. Borg slogan
21. Data's cat.
22. The other Vulcan.
23. "Q"
Down
2. .Odo
3. Cap. Kathryn Janeway
5. Counselor Troi is a
---
6. Quark
8. Worf's son
10. Favorite pastime at Quark's bar.
12. Quark's brother
13. Vacation planet
14. Enemy of The Federation
16. Picard's favorite drink.
17. Bajoran morning sickness.
18. Ferengi rules of _
19. Species of 6 down
20. Thev're trouble!
.I
Answer key:
1. 9. b 17. •m I
2. c 10.1 18. j
3.8 11. II 19. n
4.f 12.a 20.e
~4 5.k 13.g 21. t
6.p 14.0 22.q
7.v 15.h
8.r 16.d
. -
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soot g . Younevert 's
grace for escaping the _clutches of a
fucking beatdown.
You continue your walk much
more briskly now. With every step
your ignorance shines like the seven
hundred dollar gold link chain you
adorn. As it hangs proudly down
your chest, it is now a collaborative
ornament of copper and other un-
known alloys.
In nearing the comer ofyour block
you observe a young Puerto Rican
male in his early twenties. His ex-
istence is powerful with or without
your absence, annoying you all the
more. You look down on him because
of what he is doing, and his appar-
ent shamelessness doing it. He ca-
sually strolls the block easily scoop-
ing the deliberate butts and errant
droppings of passers by. You ne-
glected to give him any of your re-
spect.by.seeingstupidityin his break .
recreation. Youthought it more than
dumb for someone on workfare to
waste time reading. And writing
when your life was read to you al-
ready.
You see his lack of privilege as a
stubborn refusal to engage in one of
the many fruitful street careers. You
see him not as a man in many
worlds, with hidden talents, but a
wasted ambition you jealously hope
will reveal itself soon.
You assume it all will and reach
the corner horribly satisfied. Your
neighbor is quiet, and you only have
your two eyes to see the directions
of traffic. You never really under-
stand why it took so long to get to
the corner, and why it will take no
time to crossover.
I guess you'll never understand,
you little bitch.
"Now ifyou had my eyes then you
could see what I see..."
Mad-Skillz-
"Skillz in ~5~'
"1 guess that's what I'm writing for,
to try to shed some light..."
Ceelo of the
GoodieMob-
"Fighting"
me accompanunen represen
your nothingness. Never do you rec-
ognize that only the prevalence and
availability of their tools need be
your downfall.
You wipe over your cuts and
scrapes, continuing to walk, sights
ignite thought you wished never
surfaced. It allbegins in its normal
idiotic stupor as you see a Cuban
man discarding the contents of a
Phillies blunt. You imagine if this
Cuban could tell a Cuban cigar from
another. Or ifhe had access to some
he could sell them. Your thought
takes such a tum as you ask your-
selfifa pro-Castro Cuban would sell
the cigars for a monetary profit. You,
figure he wouldn't dismissing him
as a left wing nut.
In mulling over your political
thinking, yourwalk has temporarily
seized for the leaning comfort of a
sparkling, black Lexuswith tinted
windows and other fancy fumish- .
ings. Your political theory consists
of falling in love with fat pockets
again. You swear to yourself, that if
this Cuban was a socialist you'd hate
him. How could he support some-
thing that doesn't work. That the
food his people ate were surely
bought from businesses, in a purely
capitalistic exchange.
Amazing how your style of criticiz-
ing the shoes ofothers, without look-
ing at your sandals, becomes
sharper with every near-sighted
thought. Never in your mind did the
consideration ofa sole capitalist na-
tion, trying to live its manifest des-
tiny, in a socialist planet ever
emerge. You give yourselfdap as no
one else will, before noticing the drug
dealing owner of the Lexus, coming
back to reclaim his ghetto status.
You admire him as he waddles to-
ward you with bagged-up inventory
in his Fruit of the Loom jockey
shorts. Youremove yourselffrom his
vehicle out of a remarkable respect
expressed in a nod of approval. Al-
though he would normally be quite
angered by your loitering presence,
every negative environment has af-
fected his mind. The tabs he's taken
have had the unorthodox effect of
.gi aire on y i uminates t at you
will have to do more than just make
small talk with your intrusive and
very nearby resident. So again,
you'll have to hear how empty his
living room is and what he wants
from Ikea. Instead of looking for
cheap sofas, through various cata-
log cabinets, you insult him telling
him to shut his door behind him.
So now you,just finishing the un-
necessary ritual of safeguarding
your untargeted, undesirable domi-
cile with lock and key, you engage
in a walk of your block, hoping to
close your mind once again. To set
you free in bliss, you figure that you
need only fresh air to breathe and
space to step backward.
Your first set ofwords are a sophis-
ticated ghetto variation of 'excuse
me,' as you try to walk around the
everyday stoop dwellers, and down
the .front jsteps. Apparently, you
were most inconsiderate with your
pardons and not a single one budged
for the allowance of your journey.
You swiftly stepped over someone's
outstretched leg, but are surely
doomed to fail as a host ofbiological
events and reactions simultaneously
take place. To your opposite side is
the noxious aroma of a fresh ciga-
rette obstructing the view of the two
eyes you do want. At this exact mo-
ment, your body is depreciated from
the overflow ofundigested red meat
and unknown pork by-products. You
suffer a lack ofoxygen for the neces-
sary thrust to coordinate your un-
derdeveloped muscle mass, you-
...OHMYGOD!
You've taken an uncharacteristi-
cally athletic tumble down the steps
that maximizes your pain as your
plentiful cushions miss every dan-
gerous spot. Your second set of
words surely should not be repeated
for someone's mother may be
present Nevertheless, they deserve
men . n a he stoop dwellers were
e hidden t of them. But as
you have wor their tools ofexter-
mination and i mite damnation are
far more proficient. You immedi-
-ately put your meek weapon on
safety because you don't have their
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~~ I walk down the road of exist-
ence / I get resistance / from all
angles / I tangle / for cash..."
Common (Sense) -
"Book OfUfe~'
~'I was wing wn t street just
a minding my Biz..."
BizMarkie-
"Young Girl Bluez"
At times, you've had these pains
in your stomach that debilitated you.
Noone noticed that the erect pos-
ture you stood for was a perfect pose.
A deep, strong soulful conviction of
righteousness is what you hoped
they'd see, because one really can see
the weakness ofa man right through
his iris. All the while, the pain
doesn't leave; rather it arrives .at
random intervals. It is aggravated
by knowing something finally and
by finally knowingyoudo not know
something. So one day you won-
dered it all.;
You live in a very special section
of Sunset Park, Brooklyn in the
middle of Crossover Boulevard, on
the corner of SeVende street. You
regress in the bedroom of your cozy
abode with only two neighbors, the
cockroach and hungerama, visiting
you at the height of relaxing seclu-
sion. Yet you are angered this one
day at a permanent guest who seems
to not be offering mind freeing lei-
sure time. You keep telling him to
change the subject but he only of-
fers you variations of it. It's under-
lying messages are all the same, and
you hate your inability to ignore
them anymore. So you turn it off
and walk out ofyour room.
As you reach the kitchen, Mr.
Hungerama, the more intrusive
neighbor of the two, as the Cock-
roach familyhave always had a bet-
ter sense ofwhen one is not w ted,
awaits. The intrusive neig or
forcefully declares his presence in
sharp, long lasting and very sarcas-
tic greeting. You acknowledge him
with the rubbing of your stomach
with one hand, and the opening of
•your frigidaire with the other. Un-
fortunately, the activated light in the
/
by Marcel lures, is what makes
this formula film different.
When his character proclaims
he is just as human as everyone
else, our initial reaction is
"Yeah, right!" But when Leder
shows us flashbacks of his life,
we understand his motives and
begin to wonder if he is truly
wrong in his thinking. And
though we shortly realize he is
wrong, the simple fact that we
thought of his possible righ-
teousness in his decision to use
nuclear weapons against inno-
cent people is the most impor-
tant thing.
The Peacemaker is a fine film
and a strong debut for Steven
Spielberg, Jeffrey Katzenberg
and David Geffen's company.
"Go through hell" is the action movie motto and The Peacemaker; with GeorgeClooney 0.)
and Nicole Kidman, certainly subscribes to it.
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Make Peace With The Head Bobber!
. .
Clooney Shines in Dreamworks' debut.
By Manny Rodriguez
The Rock. Broken Arrow. Air
Force One. Mission: Impossible.
Nuclear weapons or the cold
war. If'you're watching an ac-
tion flick in the '90's, one or
both of these has got to be the
reason for conflict. Unless
aliens are involved. The Peace-
maker, the highly anticipated
first film from Dreamworks
,
SKG has nuclear weapons.
Damn! youwould think...
The Peacemaker is a formula
action film that's not really that
dumb. The exciting action set.
pieces and classic male lead
(George Clooney) flexing his
muscles opposite the classic in-
tellectual, scared out of her
mind female lead (Nicole
Kidman) fit perfectly into the
genre. But the reality of our
villain's plight, Kidman's real-
istic portrayal, Clooney's best
performance on screen, and
Mimi Leder's excellent directo-
rial debut, The Peacemaker sur-
passes recent action flicks (ex-
cept for Face / Off).
In an exciting, well photo-
graphed night time scene in the'
opening of the film, nuclear
weapons are stolen. Leder
works to show the seizure in
unique ways that are not exces-
sively gory. Particularly im-
pressive is Leder's ability to
keep the action fast and frantic
without resorting to shaky cam-
era movements and an over-
abundance of shots that
plagued the visual enjoyment of
The Rock. Leder, who dir-ected
episodes of ER including the
classic "Love's Labor Lost"
where most of the episode was
devoted to a difficult labor
which resulted in the death of
the mother, brings her skill for
creating an intense claustro-
phobic environment that capi-
talizes on the most important
feeling in an action film: anxi-
ety.
The anxiety affects us more
because we genuinely like the
characters. Clooney plays Tho-
mas Devoe, an experienced
headstrong Colonel who differs
with Kidman's character, Dr.
Julia Kelly, in the ways they
should deal with this crisis.
Devoe feels it is a military mat-
ter and rules of war apply.
Kidman, though not totally ad-
verse to the use of force, does
everything she can to avoid it.
But this wouldn't be a good ac-
tion film if the use of force
didn't win, would it? One of the
best scenes of the film is early
on when Clooney and Kidman
are arguing over the methods
they should use to put an end
to this situation. Clooney is
particularly strong here and in
earlier scenes, his charisma
(which was non-existent in
Batman & Robin) comes
through nicely.
Finally, the "villain," played
. \
I' --
However, e oes rap wit in . e i f)kY) 1;2~""
=:~:~n:: :~sad:~7. \i I~ It!he~letnmsition in~- <; ~~~)Q
mgd~pth15 only seen by the real eriti- " ~;r,<:~
cal hip hop fan and the progression of ~J\?:.' l ..
Word...life and Jewelz is very remi- )mryl .
niscent of Jero the Damaja's two LP ;> I
works, The Sun Rises in the East and vfjlt~)
'1i.o~\{~~r,
ILj ·lih 1 I,
. r; .
r
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Wrath of the Math. Both ~
MCs have the talent to be
among the very best oflyri-
cists (i.e. "Crooklyn Dodgers
2" , yet feel they must tone '
down the knowledge and.c
metaphors for all of us toV
understand. It must be .. ,~.' ..
noted that O.C. has not be- O.C. trying to represent
~ .
"E come a Moscino/Gat rapper Brooklyn hip hop to .more.
.. ~ and still is one of the better it directly challenges the commercial
~~ ',; " ~ rhymers out now. Regard- strategy Rhyming on an old school
:>. less of this, it is musically hook was once a way of paying hom-
.~ where many may dismiss age to the old school sound and style
, ri' O.C. and lump him into the of rhyming It now is a cheap gim-
.. 1II IS aI ,~ ~ Jay Z realm. Surprisingly; mick, and w.hyO.C. andBigL~ybe
t•.• i ~.i~"u •.118 there are only two tracks seen as selling out. However, In the
where the beats have com- spirit ofthe old school, BigLand O.C.
mercial viability Certainly rhyme creatively with great spitfire
:':"FarFrom lOurs" is a radio eollabora- flows about how dope they are for four
tion between Loud Records and Pay- minutes. I believe these two MCsde-
day Records management. The track servecredit for attemptinga songthat,
laces Yvette Michelle's vocals into it to the fans, will only have two reper-
badly revealing the needless place- cussions. One is radio play'and the
mentofit. However, the real beefwith wrath of the underground, or the
O.C. is'Vangerous"withBigL. I truly wrath of the underground and no ra-
.believe that the label pushed this song dio play D.C. truly can't get respect
with a popular old school hook with withthissongunlessyouhaveJewelz
two backand forth rhymers to cash in and see D.C. in the middle of finding
on Puffy's commercial fun.party Yet I himselfand us.
believe it is an excellent song because -Edward Rodriguez
mr····'·
,
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ci y min He seem intere
in blowing up and appealing. to the
masses, and a real one was dead. Yet,
Jewelz is a talented, entertainingwork
that really reflects the trouble hip hop
artists have in making a career ofour
music and keepingone's ideas alive si-
multaneously Lyrically; O.C. on his
debut Word...Life and Jewelz, has al-
o.C.· Jewelz
ways showed flashes of brilliance yet
never has fully reached the potential
that underground heads heard in his
amazing freestyles on Stretch and
Bobbito. Prior singles like'~sUp,"
and "0Zone" and current tracks "The
Crow," and "Stronjay" certainly show
an~elycomplexwordpla~a very
understandable diction along with a
very b-boy Crooklyn personality On
Jewelz, it is only obvious to long time
O.C. fans that he really doesn't get as
deep in content ashe did on his debut.
•
r.1.
Artist: o.c.
Album: Jewelz
Label: Payday
Rating:OOOG
It is almost inevitable that connois-
seurs of real hip hop music have a
unique problem in decipheringwhich
artist's musical package connotates
the definition ofreal. 'Ibday, with Hot
97 and Bad Boy artists standing in as
exhibits A and B, respectively; there
are onlytwo possible strategies we (As-
suming you, the reader, are real, of
course, I also preconceive that myau-
dience is a vanishing minority), em-
ploy in telling if the new ish is repre-
senting. The most widely employed
strategy is the dismissal of every art-
ist, whether proven and/or deserving
of loyalty; that seems, appears or re-
sembles, in any way; the anemic mu-
sicality and rich frivolity of the com-
mercial product maker. In other
words, iftheir workjust reminds us of
Jennaine Dupri we snatch all their
realness factor. The second strategy
is to truly analyze the purpose of an
artists' actions when they appear to
be crossingoverwith respect to the un-
derlining reality and the artist's pre-
vious real work. This is the most diffi-
cult of the two systems to use and is
often confused with making excuses
for artists (refer to Biggie Smalls).
However, I will use the latter strategy
to refer to O.C.'s work on his sopho-
more release, Jewelz. Prior to the re-
lease of Jewelz, D.C.'s philosophy to- '
wards its success was quite comrner-
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her own middle aged way.
"What more could he want? A
quickie, that's all! Ha! His sub-
urban, middle-class girlfriend
had probably turned- down his
amorous moves, so this angry
young man, was now a horny
angry young man. Ha! I could
handle him! If he wants sex,
he's got it." And so, quickening
her mental pace back to the
briskness of reality, Opal, al-
most super-confidently, rubbed
her body against his. "This has
to work. He'll think I'm ready,
the rape won't be uncomfort-
able, and who knows, I might
even enjoy it." But ironically,
her assailant jerked her well-
toned body away, almost as if
she were a leper. That hurt her
in more ways than physical.
Part 2 of 4 in the next TICKER
issue's Translations section.
Don't CrX
Do Not Cry
because you did not say goodbye
I know you truly wanted to.
Do not cry
and wonder why ,
I had to die
The world is full ofquestions
that never will get answered.
Do not cry
to think ofall the pain I suffered.
It hasfinally come to an end.
Do not cry
or sigh
to think you will be alone
There are others to surround you.
To do the things we once did
'Together.
Do not cry
because I died
I've went and gone to heaven.
-Desiree Lopez
What could I do?
This came to me at a surprise.
As I seek for you. \
The truth lies within your eyes
What happened here?
One day I'll see.
You're a big part ofmy life.
But nextyoti won't be.
I miss you dearly.
That's all I can do.
Unfortunately,
I'm no longer with you.
Though I seeyou,
It's not the same.
But you know what!
I'll NEVER forget your name.
I never realize the saying
':lOu never know what you have until
it's gone," is so true.
Until it happened to me.
And I became so BLUE.
-JeannieNg
Short Story
the lag between her reactivity
and reality had literally pushed
her head-on into utter doom.
Fortunately for her, this time
her reactivity could enjoy the
luxury of being delayed due to
the intense pressure her bodily
weight put on her assailant.
"Ass-hole, couldn't he just ask
me to walk? He has a gun, and
I ain't all that interested in
proving my bravado any ways!"
she once again thought to her-
self. Her thoughts, which were
surprisingly few and spaced
out, were like subtitles to a film
shot entirely in slow-motion.
As if reading her thoughts,
her assailant asked her, in a
rather pleasant tone, to stand
on her feet. Having heard his
voice for the first time, she felt
so much more safe. So he was
human after all. And she was
undoubtedly good-looking in
The Briefest Moment
I burn away at your first desire.
l'Our touch makes me melt with fire.
I am the light that gives life to the dark.
You give me life to excite the night.
I am used to create a romantic night.
I come in different shapes and sizes.
I also give a scent ofanything you desire.
I make the soul come out at night.
-Susie Ospina
The petals opened
and within silky folds
a dream was born
stretching its arms
in the morning night.
Glistening dew
dropped from thick lashes
and newborn eyes
blinked sleepily at the world around
A dream so new
that-there was nothing to disturb it,
no fears, no setbacks
only hope.
A dream so pure
that it looked at its surroundings
and for the briefest ofmoments
believed.
-Desiree Lopez
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ment, Opal felt a deep and ut-
ter sense of hopelessness and
boundlessness. If only he hadn't
gagged her, she would have
talked her way out of this. If
only he hadn't tied her hands,
she would have scratched her
way out of this, but now, as both
of her weapons were con-
stricted, she was at the mercy
of God? bah! her assailant. The
cold wind whipping against and
I through the roof hardly af-
fected her, what with her pump-
ing adrenaline keeping her fe-
verishly warm. "What's he
gonna do now? Rape me?" she
thought to her self, while gaz-
ing intently at the moonless sky
above. She prided herself in
having the capacity to mentally
turn a brisk disastrous moment
into a picture-perfect slow mo-
tion scene. Sometimes she'd
been lucky, but at other times
NTITLED
Editors' Note:
As you have seen,
we accept all possible
art forms that can be
printed on a page. We
would like to thank
Susie Ospina, Jeannie
Ng, AltafTyrewala,
Desiree Lopez and
SMO. All Baruch
students should feel
free to submit work.
We love most of the
stuff that appears on
these pages and if it
sucks, you'll still get
some dap and come out.
So don't worry. Thank
you.
I saw you there.
Me wanting to talk to you.
The words wouldn't come out.
But I wonder what will you do.
My heart beats faster
As the words slowly rolled out ofme.
I did not know how you will respond.
'Til you said "This can't be!"
In sorrow and pain,
My heart fell as did the tears
I trembled...
As those are the words I fear.
This is different.
You're not just like any other Boo!
Thu chose what you had to say.
And now you must do what you have to do.
I won't stop you, I can't stop you.
But here is where I'll be.
In your heart and a phone call away.
I'm there ifyou need me.
I'll be strong,
I'll wipe the tears.
You know me.
I'm here for years and years.
-JeannieNg
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Fear I A1n Truth
By Altaf Tyrewala
She was supposed to have
been home tonight, enjoying her
cyber-date, bu t instead, Opal
was being dragged by her de-
signer hair, to the roof of the
120 story skyscraper that she
had been living in since two
years. Thoughts of fleeing had
fled from her mind, as more ba-
nal concerns began t.oiron ical ly
emerge. As she was pulled onto
the cold muddy roof of the build-
ing, she couldn't help but rue
having worn her brand new
Dolce Gabbanna wool suit. If
only her assailant had allowed
her to change into something
remotely victim-like, she would
have felt more dressed for the
occasion, as she had always pre-
ferred to. He slammed the door
behind them, and for the first
time since she was sought out
and pulled out of her apart-
L..:'"
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SY: Any plans for the future? A
single? A tour?
KURT: Like I said, new album - 09/
23. Touring is in the works, but I
can't yet say exactly when. I will say
though, that it will be the best InSoc
live show ever. I'm not using any
tapes. All live, all electronic, NO
DAT.
KURT: It doesn't make me feel any-
thing. This is the case because of
radio and MTV. So what? They
heard the song, they saw the video,
they chose not to buy the album, but
they remember hearing the song.
That's not a problem.
SY: Whydidyou decide to cover Gary
Numan's "Are Friends Electric?"
And have you heard any other cover
versions of that song, like the ones
by Nancy Boy or the Replicants?
SY: The initial reaction to the mate-
rial on "Don't Be Mraid" is that it's
much darker than InSoc's previous
work. Do you agree, and ifso, what
can this be attributed to?
and really give people a sense ofcon-
nection with the band. HTML docu-
ments ('The Web") can distribute in-
formation and advertising that
would have cost MILLIONS only 10
years ago. I mean, 10years ago, how
else besides expensive advertising
could you possibly make up to 10
million people" aware ofyour band?
I believe that helps me.
KURT: Yes, that's accurate. It is at-
tributable to the fact that that was
ALWAYS the kind ofstuffthat came
naturally to me, but that when I was
doing the band withPaul, I was try-
ingto follow his vision ofwhat InSoc
should be. Artists who follow can
never perform as well as artists who
lead.
BY: Therewas recently an '80's flash-
back on~ where they showed
you and Paul sitting down, having
a chat with good 01' Downtown Julie
Brown. Do you ever reminisce about
''the old days?"
And how does it make you feel when
all that some people remember of
InSoc is ''What's On Your Mind?"
KURT: 1. - It's my favorite song of
all time.
2. - In 1993, when I first recorded
my version of it, I felt the time was
right for covers of Gary Numan
songs. I told everyone that this was
the case and no one believed me.
Now look Sigh.
KURT: It was wonderful. It was un-
doubtedly the best experience I have
ever had working on music with
another person. It was the first time
I'd been in the studio with someone
who was really on my same wave-
length. Also, with only me "in" the
band, there was a very simple power
structure to deal with. Steve really
understood and liked the kind of
music I wanted to do, and he was
able to add exactly the stuff I had
trouble doing myself. -
KURI': Odd? Uh... No? I can say this:
It was great being the only person
besides the producer: Paul and I dis-
agreed on everything, and it made
the process ofmaking a record very·
painful for both ofus. I'm glad that's
over.
KURT: Yeah, we talk. Actually, Paul
is managed by my manager...He
didn't continue in the music indus-
try after he quit InSOc. Paul did.
SY: What was it like working with
Steve Seibold, and how much influ-
ence did he have on your work?
SY: You seem to interact with your
fans a lot more than other bands do,
after all, not many bands create
their own websites (http://insoc.org)
and allow fans to email them.
SY: Ex-bandmate Paul Robb wrote
and produced much of InSoc's back
catalog, was it odd not workingwith
him on "Don't Be Afraid?"
stage with me for as long as I do
shows.
SY: Speaking of band members, do
you still communicate with Paul
RobborJamesC~dy?
KURT: Really? WelL .. Then other
bands are either behind the times
or foolish. Our culture has to a large
extent transcended the remote-icon-
worship phase, and I believe it's
moved into what I would call the
distributed-access-fame phase.
What I mean is that although I
sometimes worry that too much per-
sonal visibility will destroy my ap-
peal and make people disinterested,
(this DOES happen...) it is more true
that I can generate a loyal network
ofpeople who support the band par-
tially because they feel that they're
taking a small part in a community
that has formed around the band.
This would be impossible without
the internet. It would have been im-
possible on our first album, even.
It is now possible to both appear to
be a "famous artist" and yet have
homey chats withjust about anyone.
The reason for this is precisely the
impersonal barriers that internet
communication throws up as com-
pared to meeting in person or talk-
ing on the phone. It is impractical,
time-consuming and dangerous to
put your home phone number on .
your album or let people come to
your house when they write a fan
letter. E-mail and IRC, on the other
hand, are virtually effortless for me,
SY: It's always seemed to me that
InSoc was obsessed with technology
do you agree ?
KURT: Uhhh... That would really
make me mad. Critics were confused
about what those "black boxes" were
on our stage show in 1982, which,
near as I can tell, was about 14 years
before anyone ever used the term
"electronic movement".
point everyone will lose interest. I
mean, remember The Shamen?
They're electronic, and their songs
started coming out in at LEAST
1991... was THAT Electronica, or
was it techno? Remember Howard
Jones? RememberArt OfNoise? Re-
member Kraftwerk? Remember
Buchla? I think the labels will all
drop this "Electronica" thing so fast
it will make your head spin, -and
they'll do it within 12 months. That's
about the minimum time it would
take a new band to change their di-
rection to accommodate the new
trend, write new songs, record them,
get them to a label and get signed.
Just as they wrote their names on
the paper, the label would drop them
and say that Electronica was last
years news, and couldn't they try do-
ing something with a more Ne-
braska Corn-Rock Rap kind of feel?
Start allover again....
Electronic instruments do affect the
music produced with them,just like
any other instrument. As a "genre"
however, I doubt it will ever achieve
a solid enough definition to count for
much. Watch. In 9 months, every-
one in the record industry will be
saying "It's just tech again," and
they'll be off to chase Russian
Reggae, or spoken word, or what-
ever. If I were a label, Td invest in
white rap masquerading as "spoken
word." Like Cottonmouth Texas.
SY: InSoc really. isn't a band any-
more though, is it? You ARE Infor-
mation Society...have you thought
about recruiting new members?
KURT: Well, you need to make a dis-
tinction between the live show and
the business ofmaking albums. I'm
the only one who owns the band, I
make the decisions, and I make the
records only with a producer. But
there will be people I hire and pay a
weekly salary to be the touring
group. There will be some turnover,
but I HOPE that they'll all be with
me for a long time. One of them is
my brother, and I'm sure he'll be on
SY: Do you ever fear that critics may
see a new InSoc album as a "cash-
in" on the "electronic movement?"
KURT: I really don't know what "ob-
sessed with technology" means. But
I can guess, and assuming my guess
is right, I'd say entertained, not ob-
sessed. I like and respect newer tech-
nologies, but I don't revere or wor-
ship them. I revere music, and my
gear merely suits my needs and per-
sonality better than pianos and gui-
tars, it doesn't make me different
from other musicians.
SY: In 1992, when "Peace and Love,
Inc." came out, the music scene was
changing. Nirvana and the whole
grunge movement was taking over
the airwaves, Also, your label at the
time, Thmmy Boy, started signingon
more hip hop acts. Did the band feel
somewhat displaced?
Don't Be Afraid of Infor:m.ation Society!:
A Chat with Kurt Harland
KURT: Yes. But we never really fit
on Tommy Boy. One far edge ofwhat
we did overlapped with another far
edge of what Tommy Boy did, for a
while. Beyond that, we always were
about something different from
what Tommy Boy was about.
I'm not saying they didn't like us.
Tom Silverman, the owner, liked us
a lot and really wanted to push what
we were doing. In the end, though,
it just got to be to divergent and
therefore inefficient for them to keep
on doing our albums.
SY: So, it's been 5 years since the last
Information Society album; what
have you been up to?
SY: Right now, bands such as
Prodigy and the Chemical Brothers
seem to have brought "electronic"-
based music into the mainstream.
Do you think that "electronic" mu-
sic will be (or is) the ''next big thing?"
Does this change your outlook for the
future?
By Syed Bokhari
KURT: I've been working on the new
album, which is due out 09/23. I've
also been doing music for video
games. Some ofthe songs on the new
album (''Don't Be Mraid") are being
used in games.
KURT: Whee. Let me see... is this
the 6th or the 7th time I've heard
that since we started being an all-
electronic act in 1982...? I believe
that this is what will happen: Al-
though there is currently a validly
definable genre which you could call
"Electronica," and that the labels
want to sell it to the record-buying
public, by the time the labels have
quantified and defined it in a way
which can be sold at Best Buy, they
will have lost the distinction be-
tween it and ''techno,'' and at that
Perhaps you remember a hit from
the eighties called ''What on Your
Mind?" by a band called Information
Society (''I want to know what you're
thinking/there are some things you
can't hide... ") Or maybe you
don't...either way they've done lots
ofgreat stuff since then, long before
the new wave of"eletronica" (a term
coined by record companies to sell
more CD's, no doubt) flooded the air-
waves this year. In the five years
since their last album, the trio has
slimmed it's way down to a one-man
act, with singerKurt Harland at the
wheel. A new album, "Don't be
Afraid," is due out in September
from Cleopatra Records. This album
will be released as a 2-CD set; the
first contains audio, the second con-
- tains multimedia. And through the
miracle that is the internet, I man-
aged to have a chat with the man
himself. ..
"I '
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All Student Clubs and Organizations
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer
Luz Rodriguez
Assistant Director. Student Activities
September 15. 1997
FROM;
TO:
DATE:
RE:
For more information please stop by the Office ofStudent Life. Room
1512. to see Luz or Veronica.
This year, an estimated, 180,200 women in America will hear the
words "You have breast cancer." and 14,300 oftbese women will
reside in the Metropolitan area. Our team is to reamt walkers and
raise money to support the Society's comprehensive breast cancer
programs of research, education, advocacy and patient services. This
is a great way for all of us. including our friends and families to come
together and help fight this devastating disease. We will have a great
time while helping to make a difference.
Be a part of one of the most talked about events for 1997! loin the
"Baruch College Team" and participate in the American Cancer
Society's Fourth Annual Making StridesApi- Breast Cancer_ a
five mile, non-competitive walk on Suilday, October 19 at Central
Park. Registration begins at 9:30 AM and the walk starts at 11:00 AM.
Student Development & Counseling
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NFL Hall of Fame defensive tackle Art Donovan
of the Baltimore Colts had trouble keeping his
weight down. He had to weigh in every Friday
morning at no more than 270 pounds or face a
I $1,000 fine. One time in 1958, he had to strip off
all his clothes, but still was just a few ounces over.
So Donovan took out his false teeth-and barely
made his weight.
"How far do I run in training? Depends on
how far my refrigerator is."
-Heavyweight champion George Foreman
Before a 1993 NBA game against host Mianti Heat,
Chicago Bulls star Scottie Pippen sent a note to the
home team's dressing room to remind the players that
Chicago had a 19-0 record against them. "We own you,"
said Pippen's note. The message so inflamed the Heat
that they ended their drought against Pippen and the
Bulls, 97-95.
.,....,....'.~s} ..,....•.. ,
In 1993, a cheesy promotion left the New York
Knicks with a bad taste in their mouth. Working with
Pizza Hut, the Knicks announced that fans could
redeem their tickets for a free pie if the home team
held its opponent under 85 points. The plan was
tossed following the Knicks 93-84 win over the Denver
Nuggets. Darnell Mee of the Nuggets was on the free
throw line with five seconds remaining when hungry
fans began chanting for him to miss the meaningless
shots. Mee was so harassed that he blew both free
throws. The fans got their pizzas-but the Knicks nixed
any future pizza promotions.
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The New York Jets a~d New York Giants
proved that when you mix football with basketball,
you get basketbrawl. The NFL rivals turned a
charity hoops game into a foul-plagued contest
where punches were being thrown as often as
jumpshots. The fighting stopped only after the C9ps
arrived. Officials wisely ordered the game sus-
pended with three minutes left to play and the
Giants ahead 91-75.
. .
"A~d·th;t--b~il'·i~'''>~~t'V~f·~h.~;:;~·~'N~, .it's not. Yes;
it is. No, it's not. What happened?"
-Former New York Yankees sportscaster Phil Rizzuto~
calling a long fly-out by Yankee catcher Mike Stanley
LA.s.o.
"Darryl Strawberry is not ~f dog. A dog is
loyal and runs hard after balls,"
-Former Los Angeles Dodgers manager Tommy
Lasorda, replying to a fan who said the outfielder
was a dog
Buffalo Bills quarterback Jim Kelly was a celeb-
rity guest at a 1994 charity auction of sports
memorabilia when an autographed photograph of
Dallas ,Cowboys coach, then Jimmy Johnson,
and team owner Jerry Jones went up for grabs.
Kelly, whose Bills were bombed by the Cowboys in
both the 1993 and 1994 Super Bowls, bought the
picture for $500-and immediately ripped it to
shreds. "I couldn't let a Dallas fan have it," noted
"Kelly. "It was worth every penny.
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Men's Soccer Gets Kicked in the Grass
!L.
By Michael Galicia
The Men's Soccer season opened with a major blow to the schedule. At a scrimmage game on Blackwell Field before the
opening of the season the field was flagged as unacceptable to officials. Baruch was using the field for home games and
was counting on playing there throughout the season.
According to Baruch Asst. Director of Athletics Ray Rankis, ''The field was not lined properly and there were a few
uneven places that could have caused injuries."
This created a last minute scramble to find open fields for all games that had been scheduled there. Most of the home
games are already scheduled at majorly inconvenient locations; SUNY Maritime and College of Staten Island (CSI). "I
still don't know where we are going to play against Pratt on October 8th ." Rankis stated.
Chanlres to Soccer Schedule
Sat. October 4
Wed. October 8
Wed. October 22
Wed. October 29
vs.CSI
vs. Pratt
vs. St.Joseph's
vs. John Jay
New Site @ CSI
New Site @ ? T.B.A.?
New Site @ SUNY Maritime
New Date & Site--Sat. October 18 @ SUNY Maritime
Rookie of the Week Jerome Gift headed home the game winning
goal in sudden death overtime to give The Statesmen a 2-1 victory
over SUNY Maritime.
Men's Soccer Results
9/17 Win 2-1 vs. SUNY Maritime'
9/20 Win 1-0 vs. Hunter
9/22 Win 2-0 vs. Polytechnic
9/24 Loss 2-0 vs. Medgar Evers
9/27 Win 1-0 vs. Bard
9/29 Win 3-1 vs. Suny Old Westbury
WOlllen's Tennis Results
9/13 Win 9-0 vs. Mt. St. Mary
9/20 Win 8-1 vs. Lehman
9/22 Win 8-1 vs. Hunter
9/25 Loss 3-6 vs. SUNY Old Westbury
9/27 Postponed vs. Stevens Tech
WOlllen's Volleyb'all Results
9/18 Win 3-2 vs. Marymount
9/20 Win 3-2 vs. Mt. St. Vincent
9/22 Win 3-1 vs. Brooklyn College
9/24 Win 3-2 vs. CSI
9/27 Loss 1-3 vs. Nyack
9/29 Win 3-2 vs. John Jay
Rookie of the week Margarita Torres, a middle hitter has been a
huge weapon for The Stateswomen.
Men's and WOlI1en's Basketball Tryouts will begin October 25th at 11 AM at the 6th floor Gyrnnasfum at
17 Lexington Ave.
If you think you have some talent, are dedicated and can DRIVE, (not a car). Try Out!!
For more information and conditioning schedules:
Go to the Athletic Dept. Office, Room 708 17 Lex or see Men's Coach Ray Rankis, Women's Coach Rick
Swillinger prior to the 25th.
